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ABSTRACT
We explore the efficacy of conversation agents operating as an instructional aid in
a distance education course. Two aspects of efficacy are considered—conversation agent impact
on student perceptions of the experience, and how different design features of the agent affect
student perceptions of engagement. Evaluation of the agent is accomplished by collecting data
from 24 undergraduate participants separated into random groups. We conduct two rounds
of mixed- method evaluation. Between the two rounds, a modification to the agent occurs
based on the outcome of the first evaluation. Findings include limitations related to phrasing
and data persistence features of the design that initially yielded less-than-favorable perceptions
of the agent prototype.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE
Motivation
Students participating in a distance education (online) course cite the primary reason they
struggle with the experience as not having proper immediate access to the instructor when
assignment instructions and their relationship to concepts are perceived as lacking clarity
(Tichavsky et al., 2015). Having immediate access to the instructor allows students to ask questions
about assignment instructions in terms of task execution and knowledge relevant to such tasks. In
an online course, instructors must define various ranges of hours of availability to demonstrate
students have proper access to have their questions answered in a timely manner. Because
instructors must limit their availability to specific times and days, some students will inevitably
have conflicts with the predefined hours of availability (Wingo et al., 2017). Those students are
left without assistance when they need it most—when attempting to complete an assignment.
Consequently, such lack of assistance negatively impacts the student experience with respect to
engagement—operationally defined as a motivation to succeed independently on the assignment
(Kay & Knaack, 2009).
To that end, we offer a solution that offers student access to a designated proxy when they
need to ask questions about assignment instructions and/or related knowledge. Message congruity
should exist between the instructor and the proxy, meaning the proxy should be able to present
answers to questions with a similar degree of quality as if the instructor were present.
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Considering the above requirements, the aim of the research in this dissertation is to
evaluate the impact on student experience while using a conversation agent in an online course.
A conversation agent (CA) is a natural-language-capable software application that interacts
directly with a human user in order to provide some type of information or to perform some
task. The CA serves as a teaching aid while students attempt a targeted assignment within the
course. Response data related to student interactions with the artifact reveal changes that need
to be made to the CA. An evaluation scheme used to test the fitness of the artifact to the solution
of the problem is itself evaluated to the extent that it supports proper testing of the CA from a
distance learning perspective.
Research Questions
The following research questions are the basis for the evaluation methodologies applied.


RQ1: What is the impact of a conversation agent on student experience in a distance education
course?



RQ2: What characteristics of engagement emerge as a result of interacting with different
design features of a conversation agent while attempting a distance education course?

Research Process Overview
We begin with a literature review focused on discovering a method and experimental
construct to test factors of experience based on the research questions. We develop a mechanism
to design, build, and study the impact of an artifact on the student learning experience. Emphasis
is placed on a mixed-method evaluation of the CA’s impact on the student learning experience.
Tangentially, a brief set of design guidelines is established based on the experimental construct
that may provide a semi-structured framework for validating and improving the design later in
future research.
2

It is also necessary to assess and modify an experimental construct identified as part of the
literature review. The construct is modified considering a distance education perspective so that it
fits the problem of practice and its evaluation of the artifact as a potential solution to the problem.
Qualitative interviews are also conducted as part of the mixed-method evaluation to explore and
discover characteristics of the student learning experience in a distance education context.
Characteristics identified may be useful in future modifications and evaluations of the artifact
evaluation scheme. The artifact and modified construct serve as a research contribution to the
literature.
Two rounds (or cycles) of artifact evaluation are conducted to determine the validity of the
experimental construct. Data collected from the evaluation rounds is analyzed to determine
construct reliability and validity as well as the fitness of the use of the artifact in a distance learning
that may provide a semi-structured framework for validating and improving the design later in
future research.
Background and Literature
Factors of student experience as defined in the research questions frame the scope of
research in this dissertation. Learning and satisfaction with respect to engagement are core factors
that influence the student experience (Arbaugh, 2001, Packham et al., 2004). As such, student
experience is operationally defined as student perceptions of learning, satisfaction, and
engagement.
A conversation agent is, by nature, a technology and is applied as such in a course. Thus,
an evaluation process of a technology that impacts learning and engagement is a key requirement
to answering the research questions.
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A search begins for an evaluation process that centers on technology, learning, and
engagement that have been reported in the IS literature since 2004. Identified through a Google
Scholar online search, a recent paper by C.R. Henrie et al. in 2015 provides what appears to be an
exhaustive review of studies that involve learning and engagement while contributing important
attributes evaluating such constructs. The paper serves as an entry point to investigating recent and
compatible survey instrument candidates. We extended the metadata analysis to include evaluation
factors such as whether the construct targeted a learning technology, applied to undergraduate
participants, worked within the context of distance education, and would be generalizable so that
any learning object can be evaluated.
Table 1: Metadata Analysis of Named Instruments in Henrie et al. (2015: Metadata analysis
of named instruments in Henrie et al. (2015) is a subset of the first level analysis indicating many
options to evaluation learning and engagement. However only five of them share a required
attribute that centers perception data on one or more technologies. Of the five, only one of the
constructs/instruments is generalizable to the point it can evaluate any type of learning technology.
Further investigation occurs with other sources that relate the design and implementation
of a technology from a student learning impact standpoint through the year 2018. While there are
similar studies to those published, none were found to be equal or better alternatives to the named
instrument Learning Object Evaluation Scale (LOES) that fits assessment criteria in evaluating the
impact of student experience with respect to a technology such as a conversation agent. See
Appendix 14 that shows the entire result of the metadata analysis.
LOES is a potentially exaptable evaluation construct. Exaptation is a method of evolving
an established construct to solve a new problem (Hevner et al., 2004). The LOES construct offers
itself to be a single practical exaptation candidate resulting in a concrete method to evaluating the
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use of a CA in an online/e-learning environment. Kay and Knaack (2009) propose and test the
LOES in a comprehensive study involving 1,113 students and thirty-three teachers in secondary
schools. The construct presents itself as an exemplar in evaluating the impact of learning objects
on the student learning experience.
Table 1: Metadata Analysis of Named Instruments in Henrie et al. (2015)
Source

Instrument

Targets a
Applies to
Applies to Generalizable
Learning Undergraduate Distance
Technology
Students
Education

Richardson et al., 2004

Academic
Engagement
Form

No

Yes

Yes

No

Ouimet & Smallwood,
2005

Classroom
Survey of
Student
Engagement

No

Yes

No

No

Guertin, Zappe, & Kim, Classroom
2007
Engagement
Survey

Yes - Web
Search

Yes

No

No

Kay & Knaack, 2007,
2009

Learning
Object
Evaluation
Scale

Yes Various

No

No

Yes

Pierce, Stacey, &
Barkatsas, 2007

Mathematics
&
Technology
Attitude
Scale

Yes Calculators

No

No

No

Kuh, 2001

National
Survey of
Student
Engagement

No

Yes

No

No

Dixson, 2010

Online
Student
Engagement
Scale

No

Yes

Yes

No
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Table 1 (Continued)
Source

Instrument

Targets a
Applies to
Applies to Generalizable
Learning
Undergraduate Distance
Technology Students
Education

Schraw, 1997

Situational
Interest in
Literary Text

No

Yes

No

No

Watson, Clark, &
Tellegen, 1988

Positive and
Negative
Affect
Schedule

No

Yes

No

No

Witmer & Singer, 1998

Presence
Yes Questionnaire Virtual
World

Yes

No

No

Jackson & Eklund,
2004

Short Flow
State and
Core Flow
State Scales

No

Yes

No

No

Lim, Hosack, & Vogt,
2012

Student
Assessment
of Learning
Gains

No

Yes

No

No

Handelsman et al., 2005 Student
No
Course
Engagement
Questionnaire

Yes

No

No

Coates, 2006

Student
No
Engagement
Questionnaire

Yes

Yes

No

Shin, 2006

Virtual
Course Flow
Measure

Yes

Yes

No

Yes - LMS

Learning objects, further explained later in this chapter, are “operationally defined as interactive
web-based tools that support the learning of specific concepts by enhancing, amplifying, and/or
guiding the cognitive processes of learners” (Kay & Knaack, 2009, p. 13).
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Understanding and testing the student experience with respect to a learning object in an
online course requires some background information about the learning experience, LOES,
problem scope, and conversation agents as they collectively contribute to solving the stated
instructor interaction problem of practice.
Learning Experience
The learning experience with respect to a learning object is deconstructed into three
categories: learning, quality, and engagement (Kay and Knaack, 2009). Learning considers the
need for the technology to aid student knowledge construction. Additionally, quality impacts
usability factors of the technology that facilitate student satisfaction. Finally, engagement
evaluates features of the learning object that influence student motivation to learn and to do so
independently.
Learning Object Evaluation Scale
The LOES construct evaluates the technology with perceptions data deriving from
perspectives of both the instructor and the student (Kay and Knaack, 2009). A mixed-method
approach drives the data collection process. Survey instruments are designed to extract student and
instructor perceptions of learning, quality, and engagement. The construct includes fourteen
questions implemented with a Likert 1-5 scale. Embedded in the survey are two questions intended
to collect qualitative data as well. The qualitative data are coded and evaluated to extract any
emerging issues related to the learning object being studied. See Appendix 1 for details about
LOES.
Problem Scope: Distance Learning and Instructor Presence
Distance learning (online) is increasingly important in higher education (Wingo et al.,
2017). Faculty are encouraged to produce online content with limited instructional design
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knowledge and technology support. As such, at-risk students have another layer of uncertainty to
manage as they encounter online courses that are not standardized with universal design initiatives.
According to Tichavsky et al. (2015), the most common weaknesses students cite about distance
learning are related to instructor interaction. Nearly 50% of 409 students stated they wanted more
of a connection with their instructor. Of the 206 students who participated, 104 said they wanted
immediate feedback as it relates to assignments. Forty-two (10%) of those required more clarity
in assignment instructions. Of the students who preferred face-to-face instruction, 72% (146) of
the students wanted instructor interaction and clarity made up (Tichavsky et al., 2015).
Conversation Agents: General Information
Conversation agents (CA) are server-based applications that facilitate coherent
communication between IT and a human user. There are several modes of communication CAs
that employ natural language such as speech and text.
CAs may be a solution to immediacy in the instructor interaction problem as CAs are
essentially mini servers connected to the Internet and World Wide Web and have very high
availability—they are always on. The availability factor of a CA will be helpful in providing
students with greater access to the instructor.
Mobile applications and voice-activated hardware devices like Google Home (OK
Google) and Amazon Echo (Alexa) are clients that connect to CAs. A client is an application that
connects to the CA converting input audio, visual, and tactile information originating from the user
into a structure the CA can understand. The underlying open architecture that processes such input
is designed in a way that allows multiple cognitive systems platforms like Amazon Lex, Google
Diagflow, IBM Bluemix, and Microsoft LUIS to be accessed from a CA client. The expanded scope
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of resources provides a robust environment in which practitioners can develop such applications
and devices (Walters, 2018).
CA technologies are not limited to a single resource scope. They complement five other
interconnected technologies that establish the quickly developing cognitive augmentation playing
field such as Deep Learning, Big Data, Internet of Things (IoT), Open Source A.I., and Natural
Language Interfaces (NLI) (Fulbright, 2016). Together they provide an ecosystem that allows
researchers and practitioners a workspace to develop rich applications that facilitate a very limited
degree of conceptual meaning and understanding—but enough to provide another, richer
dimension of communication between the end-user and the application.
With the increased dimensionality of communication, it may be possible to apply a CA to
the message congruity problem described in Chapter One. For example, a student could ask
questions verbally about an assignment. The CA will try to determine the intent of the question
and provide a meaningful response. The attempt to resolve the user’s intent is accomplished by
asking follow-up questions. The follow-up questions are embedded in a dialog. A dialog is a series
of statements that lead to an anticipated intent that ideally matches the intent of the user. The
dialog of the CA application is designed by filling it with pre-defined assignment instruction
documentation that connects to related dialog structures and sample utterances. Sample utterances
are just that—common statements that are made within the context of some intent. For example,
if a student wanted to know assignment objectives (intent), sample utterances related to assignment
objectives would look like: “What are the objectives for this assignment?”; “Tell me what I am
supposed to learn from this assignment”; “What will I produce with this assignment?”; “What is
the point of this assignment?”

9

The previous examples are processed with a machine-learning algorithm so that the next
time the CA receives a similar directive or question, it will know how to respond. Details about
the machine-learning aspect of the design can be found in Appendix 5.
Conversational Learning Object Evaluation Scale
The first item to change with respect to LOES is to alter the definition to include the
instructor as a learning source. For CLOES a learning object is adapted and operationally defined
as interactive source of knowledge that supports the learning of specific concepts by enhancing,
amplifying, and/or guiding the cognitive processes of learners (Kay & Knaack, 2009). The change
is necessary because the source of assistance and learning can potentially come from both a human
instructor and an interactive technological source such as a Web site, blog, or conversation agent.
One limitation considering LOES as a potential construct for evaluation is that it does not
include some factors related to distance learning—primarily because it was developed and tested
with secondary school students in a traditional face-to-face classroom setting. Implementing LOES
is made possible by extending the construct so that it works within a distance education context.
Therefore, I propose to add a dimension of conversational interaction to LOESConversational Learning Object Evaluation Scale (CLOES). The dimension considers utility and
message congruity.
Three factors are attributed to response utility. The response must be meaningful or
germane to the intention of the recipient, in that it must be presented within the context of the
user’s intent. It must be useful, in that the response can be applied to the assignment. And finally,
the response should be returned immediately: it must be received within an acceptable timeframe
to the user. Every user has her own perception of what is considered an acceptable time-frame.
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As mentioned earlier, students declare a factor of immediacy with respect to instructor
interaction to be a learning barrier in an online course. They must wait until their instructor is
available to have their questions about an assignment answered. Because a CA is delivered as a
Web service, the availability factor is significantly mitigated, but the characteristic is also subject
to the volatility of local networks and the Internet. As such, it is prudent to integrate the factor into
the construct.
CLOES must also consider a dimension of message congruity between the instructor and
the CA proxy. Message congruity is tested by student perceptions of clarity, helpfulness, ease-ofuse, and organization received by both the instructor and the CA proxy. Details about CLOES are
found in Appendix 4.
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODS
Methods Overview
In this approach, we produce a software conversation agent in the form of an Amazon
Alexa Skill (artifact) and evaluate it. A single revision occurs after the first of two evaluations of
the artifact. Artifact assessment is conducted in evaluation rounds. The first round assesses the
Alexa Skill Prototype deployed as part of an assignment in an online section of a university course.
The second round evaluates the artifact in a similar practice environment after it has been modified.
Artifact Design
An artifact design is implemented after considering the goal of aiding student access to
assignment-related knowledge while engaging in an online course. Aspects of the assignmentrelated knowledge impact design principles and guidelines. As such, we refer to well-established
assignment-defining philosophies as a conceptual roadmap. See Appendix 5 for details about the
design.
Artifact Evaluation
We evaluate the artifact as an evaluation round applied in a section of a university course.
The model for evaluation is shown in Figure 2.
During an evaluation round, a theoretical construct is used to verify the efficacy of usage
by considering perceived experience measures associated with characteristics related to learning,
quality, and engagement. Experience measures are defined in the Learning Experience section of
Chapter One. Data from the evaluation will also influence changes to the artifact during a
modification phase.
12

Evaluation Actions, Methods, and Constructs
The following actions associated with of the evaluation of the artifact are based on the
research questions shown in Chapter One.
1) Explore the validity and reliability of the evaluation scheme as a proper tool to assess the
artifact’s use to solve a problem of practice in an online course.
2) Evaluate the artifact’s use to solve a problem of practice in an online course
a. by measuring student perceptions of their experience with the artifact on learning.
b. by extracting characteristics that drive changes both the artifact and the evaluation
construct.
The evaluation construct is an amended version of the LOES construct defined in Chapter
One. The new name associated with the construct is Conversational Learning Object Evaluation
Scale (CLOES). Details about the CLOES design can be found in Appendix 4.
Artifact assessment is conducted with a mixed-method quantitative experimental
procedure utilizing post-assignment survey questionnaires followed by anonymous qualitative
interviews. The quantitative portion is associated with action 1 that tests the efficacy of the
evaluation scheme as well as action 2a that determines the impact on factors of experience while
using the Artifact as part of an assignment in the course. The qualitative interviews result in
characteristics determined by the coding categories found as part of the CLOES construct
established by changes made to its predecessor. Details about the changes to the quantitative
portion of LOES are found in Appendix 4. The original LOES construct is also modified by
separating the qualitative portion of the construct into its own evaluation phase and evaluation
instrument. The evaluation phase is conducted as part of action 2b. Data derived from the
instruments are analyzed by applying methodological triangulation (Denzin, 1978) with data
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derived from the qualitative interviews. Results of the evaluation reveal areas for artifact
improvement.

Figure 1: Evaluation Model for an Evaluation Round
The evaluation will consider variable data derived from responses to survey questionnaire
instruments based on CLOES issued to student participants as part of an experimental procedure.
Students participate in qualitative semi-structured interviews.

Experiment Design
During each evaluation round, student participants interact with the artifact as part of a
targeted assignment within a university course section.
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Table 2: Switching Replications Experiment Design
Groups

Assignment 1
Pre-test 1

Assignment 2
Pre-test 2

R1

O1

O2

R2

O1

O2

Assignment
3
X

Post-test
1

Assignment
4

O3
O3

Posttest 2
O4

X

O4

Key: Rx = randomized Group, Ox = testing/observation period, X = experimental period.

A switching replications experimental design (Trochim & Donnelly, 2001 is used with
random assignment of participants to one of two groups. Each randomized group participates as
both a control group and an experimental group. Four waves of testing occur, punctuated by
two periods of experimentation. Each test is conducted immediately after students complete an
assignment in the course. The switching replications design is shown in the experimental design
construct in Key: Rx = randomized Group, Ox = testing/observation period, X = experimental
period.
The randomly assigned groups are shown receiving two initial pre-tests. The pretests are
conducted to reinforce baseline data set to offset and/or identify any internal threats to validity of
the experiment. Then an experimental round is conducted. One group will interact with the artifact
while the other does not. Experimental round one is followed by a post-test. Another experimental
period is conducted where the randomized groups switch roles from control to experimental. A
final post-test is performed. Each experimental period assignment contains the same number of
questions and task approaches. The only difference is the learning concept. Students in both groups
receive the same instructional materials that prepare them for the assignments. The only difference
is that one group must use the artifact without the help of the instructor while the other group must
use the traditional method of contacting the instructor when they need help. The embedded
15

information in the artifact remains unchanged for both assignments in the experimental periods.
The information and delivery mechanisms of the artifact do not need to be exactly the same as
those of the instructor because the goal of the agent is to aid the teaching process, not to replicate
the instructor—just as tutors or teaching assistants (TA) who help students in a course have
different degrees of knowledge and delivery than the instructor has. The goal of the experiment is
to determine if perceptions of the experience on learning with the artifact are of the same quality
or better than that of any other learning object experienced in a traditional setting. See Appendix
3 for details about the assignments. Standard experimental design notation is used such as
described by Gay, Mills, and Airasian (2011), and by Trochim and Donnelly (2001).
The established switching replications design is helpful in a few ways. Internal validity is
controlled with more testing rounds, providing a base set of perceptions data without the use of
the artifact. Any potential instructor immediacy or congruity biases are addressed, should there be
significant deviations from the pre-test means. This, meaning, if the instructor changes availability
from his/her norm or changes the quality of responses to student questions, the data should indicate
such potential behavior. All significant deviations from the pretest means are explained in the
results and discussion chapters.
The survey instruments are limited with respect to the number of questions and the
questions themselves being clear and easy to read, making the time to complete the survey less
than five minutes per testing period.
The artifact is developed as an Amazon Alexa Skill (Skill). The Amazon Alexa platform
is chosen because the client is widely available in many forms. Amazon Alexa (at the time the
research was conducted) is the only CA provider that offers a client in the form of hardware and
software on mobile, Web, and desktop computing platforms, giving students many ways to access
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the service. There is no need to purchase the hardware Echo version of the client to participate in
the experiment.
Participant Recruitment
All students are encouraged to participate in the experiment by completing targeted
assignments but are given an opportunity to opt-out by not signing an Informed Consent Form.
The targeted assignment details are shown in Appendices 2 and 3. Students wishing to opt out are
given the same assignment that does not include the evaluation component. Students who remain
part of the experiment are given extra credit in exchange for their participation. An example of the
Informed Consent Form is shown in Appendix 9.
Experiment Procedure
Procedural instructions are given to the students that describe the objectives, tasks, and
outcomes before they begin working on the target assignments. An example of the instructions is
shown in Appendix 9.
Students complete a pre-assignment survey published via a computerized survey tool. No
personal or login information is stored with the survey data. However, the survey program asks
the student to establish and provide a participant code used to link the pre-test surveys with posttest surveys. The purpose of linking the surveys is to demonstrate continuity between the data sets.
The student's name is not required to complete the survey.
Students engage the Skill using a mobile/Web app called Alexa, Reverb, or Amazon Echo
(including the Echo Show) device during an experimental period. All of the assignment
instructions are programmed within the Skill. At the start of each interaction, the Skill will ask for
the student's participation code defined during the pre-assignment survey and immediately returns
an interaction control code (ICC). The ICC has two functions. The first function is to trace a
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problem with an interaction in the Skill’s transaction log. A transaction log is useful to isolate and
fix any non-assignment-related data issues preventing the Skill from operating normally. The
second function is to verify the interaction data against the survey. Since the possibility of multiple
interactions exists, multiple ICCs will exist. The ICCs are added by the student to the postassignment survey. The Skill does not collect student names or any other identifying information
at any time during the procedure.
After submitting the assignment during a testing period, the student completes a survey
about the experience. In addition to the perceptions data, participant code data is also required so
that they can be matched with the other survey results for that participant. Also included is
interaction data with the conversation agent via its application log.
Qualitative Interviews Design
A quantitative evaluation of the artifact design limits the discovery of factors related to its
practical efficacy in an online course. For example, one of the questions asked in the survey deals
with relating instruction examples to a student’s personal life. A potentially important part of that
answer is missing without some follow-up, such as what are the relevant instruction examples
identified and how did the examples relate to the student’s personal life? A potential modification
to the artifact could emerge as a result of answering such a question—hence the need to include a
qualitative component to the artifact evaluation.
The qualitative evaluation of the artifact is performed to satisfy RQ2. Data is collected and
analyzed to determine any changes that need to occur during the modification phase. The artifact
is then changed to meet the specifications of the modified DDs. A final evaluation Round results
in the assessment of the modified artifact placed into practice. During that stage, the experiential
factors related to interaction with the artifact are assessed to satisfy RQ2.
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Interviews Procedure
Students are asked to take part in qualitative semi-structured interviews. A participant is
given the list of questions in advance to help them understand question nature and inventory their
experiences with the artifact so they are prepared to give a thoughtful answer during the interview.
The question list found in Appendix 2 is part of a document requesting permission to interview.
After the interviews are completed and transcribed, researchers perform open, axial, and
selective coding to reach a conceptual construct that will be useful in answering research questions
(Creswell, 2007). LOES Coding Categories and labels found in Appendix 1 are used in the coding
process as well as any other categories that emerge during the axial and open coding process. A
list of coding outcomes is found in Appendix 14.
The results reveal areas for improvement with respect to Design Decisions driven by the
Design Guidelines. The questions derive from the variables isolated as part of the LOES evaluation
model found in Figure 1: Evaluation Model for an Evaluation Round. Questions 13 and 14 from
the LOES construct found in Appendix 1 are added to questions about learning, quality, and
engagement as CLOES questions. See Appendix 2 for an example of the deployed question list.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Procedure and Sample
Evaluation Round 1
Sample is defined by 22 (of 28) students enrolled in an online course during the spring,
2019 term at the University of South Carolina, Upstate. The original course roster of 31 students
was reduced to 28 due to student registration drops. Twenty-two consented, three declined, and
three did not provide an answer either way. The students were placed into random groups by
defining a random number in Microsoft Excel and associating the random number to each student.
After assignments, the list is sorted by the random number in ascending order. The first 11 students
were placed into Group 1 and the remaining students into Group 2. Descriptive analysis of
demographics comparing factors between the two randomized groups revealed a similar
distribution of age range, averaging 18-22 (40%) 23-35 (50%) years old for both groups; and for
positive relationship to technology levels above 90% for both groups; perceived competency levels
differed between groups: Group 1 (85% competent or higher) and Group 2 (60% competent or
higher); preferred language was overwhelmingly American English with one preferring Thai as
first language in Group 1; ethnicity distribution was dissimilar between groups Group 1 (Caucasian
35.7%, African American 35.7%, Asian 9%, and 20% declined to answer), Group 2 (Caucasian
75%, African American 9.1%, and 15.9% declined to answer). Out of pure random coincidence,
the groups were formed with six females and five males.
The students were assigned to their random groups in the learning management system
Blackboard Learn (LMS) by the primary investigator (PI). Participants could only see members of
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their own group. Because the course was online, and the students were not in the same location,
we mitigated the potential for sample bias. After entering the LMS group students would see a list
of tasks/instructions to be completed. The list of tasks can be found in Appendix 11.
After students completed an assignment associated with (but not part of) the study they
responded to a questionnaire provided online via e-surveycreator.com. See Appendix 2 for details
about each assignment. See Appendix 8 for details about the survey instrument used.
On April 30, 2019, the data were collected from the survey provider and placed on the Box
account associated with the University of South Florida and owned by the PI. Access was given to
the dissertation committee upon request. Data can be provided to the readers of this dissertation
upon request by contacting the author and PI at the email address listed in the bio at the end of the
document.
Evaluation Round 2
The sample is eight (of 15) students enrolled in an online course during the summer 2019
term at the University of South Carolina, Upstate. The students were placed into random groups
by defining a random number in Microsoft Excel, and associating the random number to each
student. After assignments, the list sorted by the random number in ascending order. The first four
students were placed into Group 1 and the remaining students into Group 2. Descriptive analysis
of demographics comparing factors between the two randomized groups revealed a similar
distribution of age range, averaging 18-22 (50%) and 23-35 (50%) years old for both groups; and
for positive relationship to technology levels above 56% cumulative for both groups—34% less
than the competency in round 1; perceived competency levels differed between groups, Group 1
(75% perceived to have no competence) and Group 2 (88% competent or higher); preferred
language was overwhelmingly American English; ethnicity distribution was dissimilar between
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groups Group 1 (Caucasian 75%, African American 25%, Asian 9%, and 20% declined to answer),
Group 2 (Caucasian 25%, African American 50%, and Asian 25%). Coincidentally, Group 1
included three females and one male while Group 2 included one female and three males.
The students were assigned to their random groups in the learning management system
Blackboard Learn (LMS) by the primary investigator (PI). Students could only see members of
their own group. Because the course was online, and the students not in the same location, we were
able to mitigate sample bias. Students found a list of tasks/instructions to be completed after
entering the LMS group. Appendix 11 shows the list of tasks.
After students completed an assignment associated with (but not part of) the study they
responded to a questionnaire provided online via e-surveycreator.com. See Appendix 2 for details
about each assignment. See Appendix 8 for details about the survey instrument used.
On July 8, 2019, the data were collected from the survey provider and placed on the Box
account associated with the University of South Florida and owned by the PI. Access was given to
the dissertation committee upon request. Data can be provided to the readers of this dissertation
upon request by contacting the author and PI at the email address listed in the bio at the end of the
document.
Data Sources – All Evaluation Rounds
Questionnaire
A 13-item questionnaire the CLOES-S and CLOES-I constructs was published online via
esurveycreator.com. Students recorded their perceptions of learning, quality, and engagement after
completing a typical course assignment. See Appendix 8 for details about the survey instrument
use.
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Student Interviews
Students were asked to participate in a twenty-four-question interview. When only three
students sat for the interview, the PI published an anonymous Blackboard LMS quiz with the same
open-ended questions. Seventeen students completed the quiz. Students were reminded about the
voluntary nature of the study in the same manner as the consent form. Answers to the questions
from both the interviews and quiz were coded with the labels found in Appendix 1 and assessed
for sentiment analysis on a five-point Likert scale as described in (-2 = very negative, -1 = negative,
0 = neutral, 1 = positive, 2 = very positive) (Kay & Knaack, 2009).
Alexa Skill Application Data Logs
Using the CloudWatch Insights query tool provided by Amazon Web Services Console,
logs were scanned to determine participant activity such as number of launches and successful
exits, number of intents invoked and mismatched. See Appendix 13 to view the full list and details.
Data Analysis - Questionnaire
Data analysis is completed with the following method. Like the LOES construct in Chapter
Two, data are analyzed with a series of statistical methods related to reliability, construct validity,
convergent validity, face validity, and predictive validity.
Evaluation Round 1
Two operations of data analysis using tools SPSS 24 and R 3.44 were performed. The first
round failed to produce useful results with respect to principal components and factor analysis.
Reviewing application logs and participation in the interviews revealed only 16 of the 22 students
engaged the artifact and/or participated in the interviews. As such, scale data for six students were
dropped from the analysis. The results below are related to the amended sample only.
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Regression analysis was attempted to determine the correlation between scale variables.
Consequently, efforts failed to establish statistical significance. However, there was indication of
separation between the groups during the treatment periods. Hence, some impact may have
occurred as a result of using the artifact (Alexa). Perception analysis between periods yielded
noteworthy results. Learning perception decreased when using Alexa from Period 2 to Period 3
for Group 1. A similar result is shown from Period 3 to Period 4 for Group 2. In fact, comparable
effects were indicated in the remaining factors. See Figures 4 through 6 that show the behavior.
An aggregate view of all three factors shown in Figure 7 tends to agree with results at individual
factor level. Aggregated mean perception values decreased when using Alexa from Period 2 to
Period 3 for Group 1 and from Period 3 to Period 4 for Group 2. Internal consistency for perception
data is greater than 80%. See Table 3: Cronbach’s Alpha for Combined Scales. These values are
moderate to high and acceptable for measures in the social sciences (Kline, 2013; Nunally &
Bernstein, 1978).

Table 3: Cronbach’s Alpha for Combined Scales
Group

Scale

Number of Items

r1

r2

r3

r4

1

Combined Scales

13

0.987

0.991

0.953

0.994

2

Combined Scales

13

0.965

0.975

0.993

0.811
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Figure 2: Degree of Change between Periods – Learning

Figure 3: Degree of Change between Periods – Quality
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Figure 4: Degree of Change between Periods – Engagement

Figure 5: Mean Perception Values for All Experience Factors
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Evaluation Round 2
Data analysis is completed with the same method as Round 1. Results failed to establish
any relationships that were statistically significant.
Again, an attempt was made to determine the effectiveness of the Alexa Skill when
compared with the instructor. However, after learning students never reached out to an instructor
for assistance, we determined the scale data would not be sufficient to support any inference
regarding the instructor. As such, comparing the Alexa Skill with the instructor was not possible
in Round 2.
Data Analysis - Interviews
Coded data from 24 participants (16 Round 1 and 4 in Round 2) taking part in semistructured interviews resulted in the following themes. Data were coded using NVivo 12 plus
(NVivo). Interview chat logs and results from an optional and anonymous Blackboard LMS short
answer survey were imported as text into NVivo. A first pass of open coding using labels from
Appendix 1 (coding labels). See Appendix 12 for coded data details. Results are grouped by
experience factor.
Evaluation Round 1 - Learning


Indications are the artifact did not significantly impact perceptions of learning and grade
performance. Cases were made where learning did and did not occur.
Alexa Skill helped me some when it came to the complexity of the assignment, You can
ask her for help and she can elaborate on things you're unsure of, It went into more
detail about certain terms about the assignment, I did not learn much more than I
would've had I not used the Alexa Skill, it can help me to understand how to answer
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questions, but I did get frustrated while using it, and particularly helpful to clarify
between two answers; I don't think it added or took away from my grade personally.


Artifact features that impacted perceptions of learning include overview features such as listing
the objectives and purpose as well as a description of the assignment deliverables. Audio and
visual features played a role as well. Students also referenced detail abstraction features that
helped them reach the goal of leading them to an answer to the question.
It was very helpful to have the objectives of the assignment upfront using the Alexa skill;
I also liked immediately understanding the objectives and reasoning for the assignment;
She talks about the assignment a lot and sometimes she will show example pictures; It
was very nice to have both audio and visual responses so you could actually see the same
question that you were working on; it was able to give quick precise answers that were
correct and reliable; It went into more detail about certain terms about the assignment.



Students offered insights and suggestions about features that seemed to bother them, such as
the artifact asking for feedback with varying degrees of granularity.
I’d like to have the skill ask questions to me after it has attempted to answer my
question. Questions like ‘Did this answer your question?’; It felt like she was reading
definitions to me not really clarifying it.

Evaluation Round 2 - Learning


Indications are the artifact did impact perceptions of learning and grade performance. The data
revealed cases that showed learning did occur.
The Alexa Skill helped me learn how to use Alexa a little better, since I’ve never used it
before; [Alexa] helped me make connections between items that i already knew, but
hadn’t quite put the pieces together; Alexa helped me by finding a new way to help me
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do assignments; By interact with the application, focus on reading and listening, and it
transform the way we students learn, especially online courses; Using Alexa helped my
grade.


Artifact features of learning, like overview features such as listing the objectives and purpose
as well as a description of the assignment deliverables, were not mentioned in as much as they
were in Round 1. Audio and visual features again, played a role. Students also referenced
evidence of detail abstraction features that helped them reach the goal of leading them to an
answer to the question.
By interact[ing] with the application, focus on reading and listening, and it transform[s]
the way we students learn, especially online courses...; [Alexa] provides me with voice
words and pictures; Question 19 about toolbox window and it includes the picture in
visual studio so I can open the program and search and take screen shot; Alexa ma[d]e
sure to ask me at the end of the answers provided to demonstrate I need additional hints
or information.



Students offered insights and suggestions about features that seemed to bother them such as
the artifact allowing more interactivity with visual objects and text.
It [should] allow me to click on the picture, zoom text in and out for better visibility.

Evaluation Round 1 - Quality


A couple of students mentioned that the artifact’s voice bothered them.
The voicing of the Alexa Skill was very unappealing and made me uncomfortable to use.



Students were also concerned about controlling the pace of the speech and a persistence of the
session state.
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Alexa talked too fast; I would have used the skill more frequently if it didn't kick me out
after every question, however; being able to ask more than one question at a time.


Intent resolution quality was a dominant observation in terms of how easy/hard the
conversation agent was to use.
I said ‘Alexa, give me a hint about question 3.’ seemed to work best for finding the right
term. I was not able to find phrasing that helped determine what example was correct,
so I mainly had to rely on my Google... [example phrases that did not work] ’Alexa, can
you show me a _?’ ‘Alexa, what is an example of ?’ ‘Alexa, what does __ look like?’; I
really did not understand Alexa at all, because it would not help me look up the right
thing for my task; The skill doesn't seem to recognize the university.



Students were positive with regards to pictures displayed as part of the response.
Sometimes she will show example pictures; It gave great visuals when describing the
question and solution; It was very nice to have both audio and visual responses.



The interactive feature of the conversation agent contributed to the experience.
[It] was fun to interact with; It was like having a virtual teacher; [I liked] how simple it
was to just ask questions to Alexa.



The organization/design of the conversation agent did impact quality of the student experience.
I thought Alexa was very simple/easy to navigate; being able to ask more than one
question at a time; fact that once you've exited the app you have to resubmit; issues with
it working past the student code; I love the simplicity; how easy it is to just talk and she
understands instead of having to type things out; [I] think the ability to clarify meaning
without using prescribed phrases (that are not always the speech patterns I use in
everyday life) is the most useful aspect.
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The quality of speech text in the conversation agent impacted the student learning experience.
The Alexa Skill explained to me the instructions in a thorough manner; clarity of the
answers it gave when I used the right phrases; Yes [the agent responded] with a clear
description and example as well.



While some students simply did not find the agent to be helpful, others did appear to find
positive words to say about it.
I still had to find the examples that went along with the answers; You can ask her for
help and she can elaborate on things you're unsure of; Very easy to follow, straight
forward and simple; To have more instruction on how to use the app; [I liked] how easy
it was to ask a question/get help; I liked how organized it was and how simple it was to
just ask questions to Alexa; It was frustrating with the app when it would freeze and
could not find term. how easy it is to just talk and she understands instead of having to
type things out; Makes life easier.

Evaluation Round 2 - Quality


Students found the setup of the app difficult.
It is complex due to the sign up on the app; [It] was kinda difficult navigating the Alexa
app at first. It took me a while to find out where the ‘skills and games’ section was.



Again, students were concerned about controlling the pace of the speech and a persistence of
the session state.
Wording/phrases for the app were difficult to use at times; too wordy



Students alluded to humorous responses made by the agent
[Alexa] has humors and it makes sure if it gave me enough information.
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Intent resolution quality was, again, a dominant observation in terms of how easy/hard the
conversation agent was to use.
[Needs] an easier access list of questions/commands that work with the app as a jumping
off point.



The interactive feature of the conversation agent contributed to the experience.
[It] was fun to interact with; It was like having a virtual teacher; [I liked] how simple it
was to just ask questions to Alexa.



Organization/design of the conversation agent did impact quality of the student experience.
Once [I] got a hang of the commands, it was helpful to figure out definitions.
In Round 1 a couple of students mentioned the setup of the application bothered them.

There was no mention of the voice style in Round 2.
Evaluation Round 1 - Engagement


More students preferred to use a search engine or ask questions to the instructor rather than
engage the conversation agent. Motivation was dampened because of unsatisfactory intent
resolution and lack of dynamic depth of detail that is perceived to only originate with a human
instructor or tutor.
I was not able to find phrasing that helped determine what example was correct, so I
mainly had to rely on my Google; [The reason I prefer asking the instructor questions]
is the fact that with the instructor, if I have a truly in-depth question, they can answer it
in-depth. Whereas the Alexa Skill did not seem to be able to by giving me the feel of
talking to a real human without actually having to speak to another person. [I like]
personal one on one connection and better understanding.
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Students were mixed when faced with the inclination to utilize the software for future work.
Technological issues with respect to using the conversation agent also impact engagement.
I decided to use the Alexa Skill when I got stumped on a specific word or definition; was
stuck on a definition or even if I wanted to double check and demonstrate that I was
right; If I needed clarification between two terms or examples coming up in my search
results; [the assignment] was very time consuming; I feel like the number of tasks was
slightly excessive but the alexa skill help me complete it faster; Alexa skill did not work
past assigning the student code; it would freeze; The app did not work - Android, Pixel
3 user.



Use of the emerging software agents motivated the student in some way.
The skill helped me by showing me the wonderful things that can be accomplished with
programming; the idea behind it is pretty cool; I think it was a nice distraction and added
bonus to try something new in a course. I'm not sure many professors get away from
their standard route; It was neat to see a skill like that in action, that was something
new. [I like] that I have the opportunity to use the skill on my cellphone.
While described as a helpful tool, the Artifact did not impact perceptions of learning and

grade performance.
Evaluation Round 2 - Engagement


References to search engine preference over the agent.
[If] Alexa doesn't explain clearly then I do additional research on google.



Participants were mixed when faced with the inclination to utilize the software for future work.
No specific technology-related issues emerged this round.
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I really enjoyed using Alexa; [I] need additional assignment helper please, not just 1B
because Alexa is awesome to use.


Use of conversation agents motivated the participant in some way.
Alexa helped me by finding a new way to help me do assignments.

Application Log Analysis
Using the CloudWatch Insights query tool provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Console, logs were scanned to determine participant activity such as number of launches and
successful exits, number of intents invoked and mismatched. See Appendix 13 to view the full list
and details.
The first step was to determine which participants used the device and compare those
results with the scale and interviews data. Sixteen participants in Round 1 and eight in Round 2
engaged the device. A list of participants (by Participant ID) can be found in Appendix 13.
Next, we wanted to know how the conversation agent was being used, so the data could
potentially determine how that use fit the experiential factors being studied. We utilized comments
from the interviews data to help guide the evaluation of the artifact features.
Evaluation Round 1
Most of the complaints derived from potential intent mismatches. We would start by
looking for evidence in the form of unhandled intent requests (an intent that is resolved by the
interaction model, but not detected as valid by the lambda function). There were five instances of
unhandled intent errors and 175 total intent requests, resulting in three percent of the total number
of requests. Considering 16 users, three percent of the requests resulting in an error would
contribute to the perception that the agent did not understanding intent.
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Determining the number of unhandled intents was just one way to evaluate intent
resolution. Another was to review the number of assignment tasks (or definitions) referred to by
students who interacted with the agent. Each assignment task is to read a definition from the list
and attempt to resolve its related term and to locate an example of the term used in practice. There
were 29 requests to the agent that it should offer a hint for a specific definition and nine requests
to read aloud the definition. Closer inspection of the log data revealed the agent resolved values
three (17 instances), one (nine instances), 84 (three instances—despite neither assignment listed
84 definitions), and ? (nine instances indicating an empty value). Notwithstanding the fact that 12
of 38 (32 %) values were mismatched, there were 20 definitions per assignment, totaling 40 total
task items. For 16 students to only inquire about two valid task items of 40 (or five percent) seemed
inconsistent, considering the amount and complexity of the tasks. Such behavior further supported
the notion there were significant issues resolving intents related to assignment task identifiers.
Students also complained that they needed to restate the university code every time they
wanted to ask about an assignment item. The behavior was substantiated by 70 instances where
the getUniversityAccess intent was called. There were 100 calls for assignment-related intents for
16 users that yielded approximately six assignment-related requests for every user on average.
There were also suggestions about the speed of the spoken audio—essentially the
conversation spoke too fast. The Skill does have a feature that allows users to slow down the pace
of speech output by invoking the speedUpIntent and slowDownIntent. There were no instances of
either intent being called. The feature was not included in the setup documentation. As such,
students may not have been aware of the feature.
Client compatibility was an issue for at least one user. However, there are no indications
of such activity in the logs. AWS limits the information a developer of an agent can track about
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the client. Nothing in the current documentation allows for the collection of client issues.
Therefore, no action can be taken to correct client compatibility issues.
Evaluation Round 2
Intent mismatch complaints dominated Round 2 the same way they did in Round 1. We
would begin by looking for evidence in the form of unhandled intent requests (an intent that is
resolved by the interaction model, but not detected as valid by the lambda function). An unhandled
intent request causes the agent to either freeze or emit a cryptic unpleasant message to the user—
a result that can lead to trust issues with the device. There were four instances of unhandled intent
errors and 378 total intent requests—resulting in less than one percent of the total number of
requests—down by two percent from Round 1. Because of the disruption the error causes, the
target number of unhandled requests should be zero for any session. Considering eight users
engaged the agent, one percent of the requests resulting in an error would contribute to the
perception that the agent was not understanding intent.
Determining the number of unhandled intents was just one way to evaluate intent
resolution. Another was to review the number of assignment tasks (or definitions) referred to by
students who interacted with the agent. Each assignment task is to read a definition from the list
and attempt to resolve its related term and to locate an example of the term used in practice. There
were 40 requests to the agent that it should offer a hint for a specific definition and 92 requests to
read-aloud the definition. Closer inspection of the log data revealed the agent resolved values 220. No anomalies were logged, down from three in Round 1. Eight students inquired about 38
valid task items of 40 (or 95%)—up 90% from Round 1, very much-improved, considering the
amount and complexity of the tasks. A target of one percent mismatches is considered stable. A
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level of five percent mismatches further supports that resolving intents is a significant hill to climb
related to assignment task identifiers.
In Round 1, students complained that they needed to restate the university code every time
they wanted to ask about an assignment item. There was no evidence of the phenomenon in Round
2, substantiated by eight instances where the getUniversityAccess intent was called by eight
distinct users. The new behavior is such that once the user authenticates with the university access
code, the agent will no longer require it.
There were also, again, suggestions about the speed of the spoken audio—essentially the
student complained the conversation agent spoke too quickly. The skill does have a feature that
allows users to slow down the pace of speech output by invoking the speedUpIntent and
slowDownIntent. The option was added to a new intent called WhatCanISay that lists many
examples. One of them is “Speed Up/Slow Down.” Again, there were no instances of either intent
being called. The feature was also included in the revised setup documentation. A design decision
will need to be added to address the persistent problem.
Client compatibility was an issue for at least one user in the previous round. No similar
complaints were encountered this round.
Data Impact on Design
Evaluation Round 1
The following application issues emerged, keeping in mind the coding results of the
interviews.
1. Intent resolution conflicts
2. Restating university code appears to be cumbersome
3. Compatibility conflict with Android, Pixel 3
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4. Agent’s voice is not appealing
5. Need better control of the direction and pace of agent-driven instructions and content
6. Remedial dialog would be helpful after agent responds with an example or answer
Comment-related issues were mapped to major subsystems of the application. As such, the
following change proposals (CP) related to the conversation agent are extracted from the mapping
of comments of the interviews. See Appendix 5, Table 14 for details about how the proposed
changes link to design decisions.
1. Resolve technical issues related to participation code changing/repeating during
subsequent interactions, freezing or stopping after the participation code has been issued, and
compatibility with the Android, Pixel 3.
2. Improve the quality of the training utterances so that the conversation agent resolves the
intent of the student request.
3. Remove the requirement for the student to say the university name during subsequent
visits to the application.
4. Need to better preserve the state of the user data so the conversation agent “remembers”
the student when she/he returns the application.
5. Need to leave the session open and ready for more questions/requests by the student.
6. Extend remedial dialogs so the conversation agent asks the student open ended questions
(instead of simple yes/no) about how well it satisfied the question or request.
7. Allow the student to compare/differentiate between two concepts with answers to
questions such as “What is the difference between definition 4 and definition 5?”
Major subsystems are consequently related to pre-defined design decisions. Design
changes to the conversation agent were made based on features related to each subsystem. In Table
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4 each issue is mapped to a design decision (DD) found on the list of DDs in Appendix 5-14. Table
5 below illustrates the result of the mapping exercise. Most of the issues raised are attributed to
DD’s seven and two.
Only CPs one through five were implemented due to time constraints as there were only
six weeks between the end of the evaluation of Round 1 and the beginning of Round 2. Change
proposals six and seven need investigation as to feature feasibility with respect to the Amazon
Alexa Development platform.
Table 4: Comment-Related Issue Mapping to Major Subsystems
DD

Major Subsystem

Comment-Related CP(s)

5

Client Selection

3

6,7

Amazon Account

1,2,4

Participation Code

DD

Major Subsystem

Comment-Related CP(s)

8

University Access Code

2

6

Interaction Control Code

1,2

Detail Levels

6

7

Persistent User Data

5

4,5

Phrasing

1,4,6
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Table 5: Issue Mapping to Design Decisions
CP(s)

Design Decisions

1

1. Operational Intent Confirmation: As it ends, always ask if the student understands a
phrase or concept with a yes or no response

6

2. Operational Intent Validation: Use a dialog to determine to guide the student to the
proper operational intent
3. Delivery Preference: Ask the student to choose between different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an email with a link to a supplemental video or diagram

4

4. Media Definition: Record audio as well as offer colorful, well-structured, and
grammatically-correct sentences
5. Delivery Control: Take advantage of multiple delivery control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to messaging, display cards, and embedded video where applicable
depending on the client

3

6.

Error Control: Take advantage of error control and intent-fallback features

2,5

7. Use-State and Preference Retention: Take advantage of embedded database features to
save the state of the current account ID so when the user returns the session may pick up
where it left off
8. Design Validity and Implementation: Demonstrate design, component, and regression
testing plan is established and executed
9. Design Requirements and Construction: Apply project management principles that
demonstrate proper requirements collection (based on the assignment details) in addition to
resulting scope and delivery constraints are adhered to

Evaluation Round 2
The following application issues emerged in Round 1, keeping in mind the coding results
of the interviews. Those tagged with the word “improved” in parenthesis did not appear to bother
students in Round 2.
1. Intent resolution conflicts
2. Restating university code appears to be cumbersome (improved)
3. Compatibility conflict with Android, Pixel 3 (improved)
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4. Agent’s voice is not appealing (improved)
5. Need better control of the direction and pace of agent-driven instructions and content
6. Remedial dialog would be helpful after agent responds with an example or answer
New application issues emerged:
7. Update documentation to help students with application setup on their devices
Comment-related issues were mapped to major subsystems of the application. As such, the
following change proposals related to the conversation agent are extracted from the mapping of
comments of the interviews. See Table 6: Comment-Related Issue Mapping to Major Subsystems
– Round 2 for details about how the proposed changes link to design decisions.
1. Improve the quality of the training utterances so that the conversation agent resolves the intent
of the student request.
2. Update the end-user documentation and study instructions to improve the setup process so that
participants can easily find the skill in the skill store.
3. Extend remedial dialogs so the conversation agent asks the student open ended questions
(instead of simple yes/no) about how well it satisfied the question or request.
4. Allow the student to compare/differentiate between two concepts with answers to questions
such as “What is the difference between definition 4 and definition 5?”
Major subsystems are consequently related to pre-defined design decisions. Design changes
to the conversation agent were made based on feature related to each subsystem. Each issue is
mapped to a design decision (DD) found on the list of DDs in Appendix 5, Table 14: Experiential
Factors Mapping to Design Decisions. Table 7: Issue Mapping to Design Decisions below
illustrates the result of the mapping exercise. Most of the issues raised are attributed to DD’s seven
and two.
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Only change proposals one through five were implemented, due to time constraints, as
there were only six weeks between the end of the evaluation of Round 1 and the beginning of
Round 2. Change proposals six and seven need investigation as to feature feasibility with respect
to the Amazon Alexa Development platform.
Table 6: Comment-Related Issue Mapping to Major Subsystems – Round 2
DD

Major Subsystem

5

Client Selection

6,7

Amazon Account

1,2,4

Participation Code

8

University Access Code

6

Interaction Control Code

1,2

Detail Levels

7

Persistent User Data

4,5

Phrasing

Comment-Related Issue Code(s)

3

1,4

Table 7: Issue Mapping to Design Decisions – Round 2
Issue
Code(s)

Design Decisions

1

1. Operational Intent Confirmation: As it ends, always ask if the student understands a
phrase or concept with a yes or no response.

3,4

2. Operational Intent Validation: Use a dialog to determine to guide the student to the
proper operational intent
3. Delivery Preference: Ask the student to choose between different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an email with a link to a supplemental video or diagram
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Table 7 (Continued)
Issue
Code(s)

Design Decisions

4. Media Definition: Record audio as well as offer colorful, well-structured, and
grammatically correct sentences.
5. Delivery Control: Take advantage of multiple delivery control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to messaging, display cards, and embedded video where applicable
depending on the client
6.

Error Control: Take advantage of error control and intent-fallback features

7. Use-State and Preference Retention: Take advantage of embedded database features to
save the state of the current account ID so when the user returns the session may pick up
where it left off
8. Design Validity and Implementation: Demonstrate design, component, and regression
testing plan is established and executed
9. Design Requirements and Construction: Apply project management principles that
demonstrate proper requirements collection (based on the assignment details) in addition to
resulting scope and delivery constraints are adhered to

Artifact Modifications (Evolution)
Evaluation Round 1
Conversation agent modifications were completed, with deployment and certification on
June 2, 2019. Modifications were made to the interaction model and Lambda function with
functional and regression testing scenarios described in Appendix 5.
Evaluation Round 2
Research about dialog management and training utterance optimization is necessary to
propose design decisions that impact change proposals one, three, and four in Round 2.
Modifications will be made before the next round of research to be completed in 2020.
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Limitations and Implications for Future Research
A significant fact about this research is that the act of applying a conversation agent in an
online undergraduate course is new, causing the work to be exploratory in nature. The agent was
customized to support a specific set of tasks related to authentic course assignments historically
embedded in a programming course. As such, a practice environment is not always as predictable
as a tightly controlled experiment where assignments and sample groups are well-defined and
shaped to fit specific characteristics of the participants in advance of a study. The interest level of
participants in new technology, coupled with complex and/or repetitive tasks that potentially
introduce motivational fatigue, may yield unpredictable results early in the evaluation cycles
(evaluation Rounds). However, the longitudinal nature of this design science approach with
integrated instances should ultimately show the evolution of the skill as it reaches a predictable
and supportive role in such a practice environment. Moreover, participants in the study were
recruited randomly from students enrolled in the undergraduate Informatics course in which this
study occurs and were not screened for prior knowledge about Visual Basic Programming or
orientation with respect to technology use. Students with prior knowledge about the subject matter
of the assignment and/or an unpredictable disposition to technology may skew the results of the
learning category of student experience. A skills pre-assessment survey would benefit similar
future evaluation cycles.
Because the principal investigator was the instructor of record for the courses in which the
study takes place, designated well-qualified co-instructors in the fields of Informatics and
computer science with comparable knowledge and experience in Visual Basic programming were
recruited as proxies to manage details and questions about the assignments during the testing
periods. Doing so established a proper division between research and practice domains and, thus,
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mitigates risk of investigator bias. The names, titles, and contact information for co-instructor
proxies are listed on the statement of informed consent found in Appendix 9.
Findings and Discussion
Students struggling with aspects of an online course want better access to knowledge
related to assignment instructions and clarification about tasks. The purpose of the research is to
address such needs by understanding how a conversation agent may impact the distance learning
experience for a student attempting an undergraduate course. As such, the following research
questions were the basis for the evaluation methodologies applied in this paper.


RQ1: What is the impact of a conversation agent on student experience in a distance education
course?



RQ2: What characteristics of engagement emerge as a result of interacting with different
design features of a conversation agent while attempting a distance education course?

As result of the literature review, experiential factors of learning, quality, and engagement were
found to be potential indicators of perceptions as to how a student’s needs related to course material
were met. A construct called Conversational Learning Object Evaluation Scale in the form of a
survey questionnaire was designed to evaluate factors of an online learning environment where a
conversation agent plays the role of a teaching aid. In reference to RQ1, we find that the
conversation agent appeared to impact the experiential factors, but not with statistical significance.
Consequently, we relied on interviews and application log data to find points of impact related to
such factors.
Impact on Learning
The evaluation of the agent resulted in mixed perceptions on student learning. Scale data
from the survey questionnaire, while not statistically significant, did indicate that the agent
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produced learning perceptions that trended negatively in terms of knowledge construction—
specifically in Round 1. Round 2 scale data did not provide any basis for inference. Anecdotal
evidence from the interviews offered similar results, but observations from Round 2 indicate a
move in the positive direction, yielding comments like “[Alexa] helped me make connections
between items that [I] already knew, but hadn’t quite put the pieces together.” When technical
problems were corrected as part of the DSR intervention between rounds, application log data
suggests student access to task areas of the agent improved.
Quality Impacts Satisfaction
Additionally, quality impacts usability factors of the technology that facilitate student
satisfaction. Perceptions of quality in the scale data appear to take the same trajectory as that of
learning in Round 1. Results varied but were better in Round 2 due to better performance by the
Skill when attempting to access the task assignments. In fact, application log data suggests there
was less reliance on overview data like assignment objectives and purpose. Students were able to
immediately access the task information in Round 2. Interviews data supports the application log
data as students in Round 2 also referred to the Skill as “accurate”, “convenient,” “very
responsive,” and “easy to use.”
Motivation to Learn and Future Engagement with the Agent
Finally, engagement evaluates features of the learning object that influence student
motivation to learn and to do so independently. Like learning and quality, motivation was mixed.
Both aspects of engagement perceptions derive from the quality factor. Students in both rounds
perceived the app to be innovative and indicated that it “feels like having a tutor on my phone.”
Round 2 participants also described the skill as “a new way to help me do assignments.” Despite
the evidence of positive sentiment regarding the app’s potential, problems related to
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“wording/phrases” or wording “the question incorrectly” negated any such positive perceptions of
engagement.
RQ2 was informed by anecdotal evidence provided as part of the interviews. Two features
that most impacted participants were phrasing and data persistence.
Phrasing Frustration
With respect to phrasing, specifically related to how well the Skill processed user-driven
voice commands, the agent did not perform well in either round. Quite simply, the agent did not
understand the requests for information about task items. In some cases, due to a bug in the lambda
function, the agent would attempt to change the users’ participation code. As such, users became
“frustrated” when asking for task-related help. Frustration appeared to be a factor in compromised
motivation to re-use the agent in the future.
Data Persistence Impacts Ease of Use
Data persistence, a mechanism that facilitates a process that helps the agent to remember
student preferences, appeared to be another factor making the agent more difficult to use. Students
using the agent found the requirement to repeat their university name each time they wanted to
interact with it tedious—hence further negative impact on potential future use. As a result of the
changes during the intervention modifications, no complaints about repeating the university code
were expressed in Round 2. Therefore, data persistence no longer needed to be addressed for the
next round of modifications.
CLOES Model Efficacy and Limitations
The results of the evaluation indicate CLOES model efficacy is inconclusive after the initial
evaluation Rounds. Specific changes need to be made to its design to alleviate inherent limitations.
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One change is to include a pre-assessment construct to evaluate student perceptions/attitudes
towards technology and aspects of online instruction, including any related to instructor
interaction, before the artifact evaluation begins. The results of the pre-assessment could be
compared to perceptions data collected during the evaluation rounds.
Another change would be to clarify questions about engagement and motivation—
specifically as it relates to a motivation to learn. Very little data emerged about learning motivation
with the field-study component. A results comparison with scale data would prove to be useful in
future evaluation rounds.
Finally, a question as to whether genuine interaction with the instructor took place should
be added to the questionnaire. Because co-instructors did not report any questions deriving from
the students during either round, the neutral baseline perception data with respect to the learning
factors was not established. Data yielded by the additional question could limit observations about
the instructor to those who interacted. Moreover, a set of control questions students ask both the
instructor and the Alexa Skill would benefit future evolutions of the study. As such, we could not
establish evidence of message congruity between the agent and the instructor. Finally, we did not
directly measure performance in the study. Introduction of such a measure would also be helpful
in the future. An aggregated measure collected over several evaluation cycles could be useful in
identifying a performance impact trend.
Artifact Design and Application Instances
There is promise that future instances of the conversation agent applied to practice with
larger-diverse samples and a more mature software agent will ultimately validate the model or
modified versions of it.
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Contribution and Future Research
In addition to the evaluation of the My Assignment Helper conversation agent, the desired
contribution of the research results in a Conversational Learning Object Evaluation Scale
(CLOES). While now in its infancy, the scale could ultimately be applied to similar projects where
conversational and other intelligent agents are taking on a role as a teaching aid or mentor.
Tangentially, instructors and other practitioners wishing to develop and evaluate a conversation
agent for the classroom may also benefit from the design model provided in Appendix 5.
Future Research
Further research related to metrics like cognitive accuracy and cognitive precision are
possibilities that can be integrated into the CLOES construct—specifically as the conversation
agent transforms from an intelligent-like agent (such as Amazon Echo, Cortana, Siri and the like)
to a fully functional intelligent agent that is cognitively adaptive in its conversation with the user.
Cognitive accuracy measures “the propensity” to fit into one or more concepts in a knowledge
domain. For example, a truck could fit several concepts in a knowledge domain called ground
transportation like passenger vehicles or freight vehicles. Cognitive precision measures “the
propensity” to fit a specific concept (Fulbright, 2019). Using the same example, a diesel truck
would fit freight vehicles with a higher degree of precision than it would passenger vehicles.
Adding metrics like cognitive accuracy and cognitive precision to the CLOES construct may
provide a concrete way to measure how well learning outcomes are achieved in a
student/conversation-agent operational environment.
Finally, conversation agents are not limited to the academic domain. Skills like My
Assignment Helper can be deployed in any situation where learning, training, or mentoring takes
place, such as industry. Corporate training, coaching, and mentoring can be integrated into
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materials and embedded into manufacturing resource planning systems. Imagine a situation where
a quality control technician on an inspection line could simply and immediately pose a complex
question to a conversation agent about what to do when experiencing a line malfunction or an
unfamiliar defect on the product being inspected. A CLOES-based questionnaire collecting
perceptions about the interaction between the technician and agent could be integrated as part of
the technician’s periodic tasks. Training supervisors and operations managers could then make
inferences derived from perceptions data to evaluate the effectiveness of conversation agents in
manufacturing contexts. As such, findings from application of the CLOES construct longitudinally
make it a potentially useful and generalizable construct available to future research domains and
projects.
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Appendix 1: LOES Construct
The LOES construct evaluates the technology with perceptions data deriving from
perspectives of both the instructor and the student (Kay & Knaack, 2009). A mixed-method
approach drives the data collection process. Survey instruments are designed to extract student
and instructor perceptions of learning, quality, and engagement. See Table 8 that details the
questions implemented with a Likert 1-5 scale. Embedded in the survey are two questions (13
and 14) intended to collect qualitative data as well. The qualitative data are coded and evaluated
to extract any emerging issues related to the learning object being studied. Table A9: LOES-T
Survey (Kay & Knaack, 2009) illustrates the LOES-T questionnaire implemented with a Likert
1-7 scale.
Table A8: LOES-S Survey (Kay & Knaack, 2009)
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly
agree
5

1

2

3

4

5

1. Working with the learning object
helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

2. The feedback from the learning object
helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

3. The graphics and animations from the
learning object helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

4. The learning object helped teach me a
new concept

1

2

3

4

5

5. Overall, the learning object helped me
learn

1

2

3

4

5

Learning
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Table A8 (Continued)
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly
agree
5

6. The help features in the learning object
were useful

1

2

3

4

5

7. The instructions in the learning object
were easy to follow

1

2

3

4

5

8. The learning object was easy to use

1

2

3

4

5

9. The learning object was well organized

1

2

3

4

5

10. I liked the overall theme of the
learning object

1

2

3

4

5

11. I found the learning object motivating

1

2

3

4

5

12. I would like to use the learning object
again

1

2

3

4

5

Quality

Engagement

13. What, if anything, did you LIKE
about the learning object?
14. What, if anything, did you NOT
LIKE about the learning object?
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Table A9: LOES-T Survey (Kay & Knaack, 2009)
Strongly
disagree
1

Slightly
Disagree disagree
2
3

Neutral
4

Slightly
agree
5

Agree
6

Strongly
agree
7

1. The learning
object has benefit
in terms of
providing students
with another
learning strategy
in my classroom

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. The learning
object did benefit
my students in
terms of their
understanding of
the
concept/principle
explored in the
learning object

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. I would be
interested in using
the learning object
again in my class

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. There would have
been more success
with the learning
object had it been
implement during
the proper time
within the unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. Students were
interested in using
the learning object

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Table A10: Coding Scheme to Categorize Student Comments about Learning Objects
Category/Label

Criteria

Learning
Challenge

Refers to the ease/difficulty of the concepts being covered. Basically whether
the content level of the LO matched the student’s cognitive
level/understanding
Code ‘‘it was easy’’ in here, but not ‘‘it was easy to use’’

Learn

Student comments about a specific or general learning/teaching issue involved
in using the LO

Visual

The student mentions a visual feature of the LO that helped/inhibited their
Learning

Engagement
Compare

Student refers to program as being OR not being fun/enjoyable/engaging/
interesting

Engage

Student compares LO to another method of learning

Technology

The student mentions a technological issue with respect to using the LO

Quality
Animate

Refers to quality of animations/moving pictures

Audio

Refers to some audio/sound aspect of the learning object

Easy

Refers to clarity of instructions or how easy/hard the LO was to use. It does
not refer to how easy/hard the concept was to learn

Graphics

Refers to static picture or look of the program (e.g., colors)

Help

Refers specifically to help/hints/instructions/feedback provided by the LO

Interactive

Student refers to some interactive part feature of the LO

Control

Refers to student control of choice/pace in using the LO

Organization/Design Refers to quality of organization/design or the LO
Text

Refers to quality/amount of text in LO

Theme

Refers to overall/general theme or CONTENT of LO

The data are analyzed with a series of statistical methods related to reliability, construct
validity, convergent validity, and face validity. Functional details about the reliability and validity
measures can be found in the referenced paper by Kay and Knaack (2009). Below are anticipated
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results criteria required for the construct as stated from a previous study by Kay and Knaack
(2009):


internal reliability estimates (reliability);



a principal component factor analysis for Student LOES-S (construct validity);



correlations among learning object evaluation constructs within the LOES-S scales
(construct validity);



correlation between LOES-S and LOES-T constructs (convergent validity);



correlation between LOES-S and conversation agent comfort level (convergent validity);

correlations between coded student comments and LOES-S constructs (face validity);
The internal reliability estimates how well the LOES-S learning, quality, and engagement
constructs can be trusted based on a coefficient alpha (Cronbach’s α).
Principal components analysis is performed to explore whether the three learning object
constructs (learning, quality, and engagement) in the LOES-S forms three distinct factors.
Correlations between learning, quality, and engagement determine support for the
assumption that each construct measured is distinct.
Mean student perceptions of learning, quality, and engagement correlations are tested for
significance with teacher perceptions of learning, quality, and engagement, respectively. In
addition, correlations among different constructs are also tested for significance to indicate
consistency between student and teacher evaluations of learning objects using the LOES-S and
LOES-T scales.
Correlation between student computer comfort level and LOES-S constructs indicate
computer comfort level based on a 3-item scale for learning, quality and engagement, meaning the
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more comfortable that a student is with the computers, the more likely he/she rates learning,
quality, and engagement of a learning object higher.
Correlation between qualitative student comments and LOES-S constructs maps the coding
label to the corresponding perceptions variables learning, quality, and engagement.
Predictive validity is established when there is correlation between learning performance
and LOES-S constructs—meaning higher scores on student perceptions of learning, learning
object quality, and engagement are associated with higher scores in learning performance.
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions
Study Questions
Coding Category
Engagement
Engagement
Engagement
Quality
Learning

Learning

Learning

Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality

Quality
Quality
Quality

Learning
Learning
Learning
Learning
Engagement
Engagement

Question
When do you tend to work on school assignments?
When working an assignment what prompted you to access the Alexa program?
What qualities you like about access to an instructor are missing from the Alexa
program?
Tell me what you thought was missing from the assignment and what you would
add
Tell me about what material was covered before for the assignment. What terms
and topics covered earlier in the course did you recognize and use to complete a
task?
Tell me about the complexity of the assignment. How do you know what you
consider to be the right number of tasks? Give an example of a assignment that
you perceived to have a right number of tasks.
Tell me about how you approached completing the assignment. For example did
you start at the beginning and work from there or did you start with tasks you
recognize then work though those you perceived to be more difficult?
How did the Alexa program help you deal with the complexity of the
assignment?
How did the Alexa program help you deal with understanding the objectives of
the assignment?
How did the Alexa program help you verify what you needed to do to fully
completed the assignment?
How did the Alexa program help you connect topics and terms to tasks
associated with the assignment? For example, if you learned about variables
earlier in the course, was the Alexa Program able to help you connect that
concept to the instruction task in the assignment? Give me an example where
the Alexa program did not help and an example where it did.
How did the Alexa program help you understand the purpose of the assignment?
How did the Alexa program help relate assignment objectives and instructions
to your life?
Tell me about the complexity of the assignment tasks. How do you think tasks
that you perceived to be too complex be presented differently? Give an example
of a how a well-presented complex task looks based on previous experience.
How did the Alexa program help your grade on this assignment?
How did the Alexa program help you learn something new?
What did you learn from completing the assignment that you did not already
know as a result of using the Alexa program?
Tell me about your learning style. For example do you prefer to listen rather
than reading or do you prefer both. Why?
Tell me about the time commitment of the assignment. How do you determine
how much time you should spend working on an assignment?
Another question about your learning style. Do you prefer instructions that
involve a step by step process that lead to a solution or do you like to apply
creativity to establish steps that lead to a solution on your own. Why?
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Study Questions (Continued)
Coding Category
Engagement
Engagement
Engagement
Engagement

Question
Is there anything about the Alexa you would change in order to help you with
future assignments?
What, if anything, did you LIKE MOST about using the Alexa program?
What, if anything, did you LIKE LEAST or find frustrating with the Alexa
program?
Are there any other notable experiences (good or bad) while using the Alexa
program?

General LO Questions
Coding
Category
Engagement
Engagement
Engagement
Quality
Learning

Learning

Learning

Quality
Quality
Quality
Quality

Quality

Question
When do you tend to work on school assignments?
When working an assignment what prompted you to access the learning object?
What qualities you like about access to an instructor are missing from the learning
object?
Tell me what you thought was missing from the assignment and what you would
add
Tell me about what material was covered before for the assignment. What terms
and topics covered earlier in the course did you recognize and use to complete a
task?
Tell me about the complexity of the assignment. How do you know what you
consider to be the right number of tasks? Give an example of a assignment that
you perceived to have a right number of tasks.
Tell me about how you approached completing the assignment. For example, did
you start at the beginning and work from there or did you start with tasks you
recognize then work though those you perceived to be more difficult?
How did the learning object help you deal with the complexity of the assignment?
How did the learning object help you deal with understanding the objectives of
the assignment?
How did the learning object help you verify what you needed to do to fully
completed the assignment?
How did the learning object help you connect topics and terms to tasks associated
with the assignment? For example, if you learned about variables earlier in the
course, was the learning object m able to help you connect that concept to the
instruction task in the assignment? Give me an example where the learning object
did not help and an example where it did.
How did the learning object program help you understand the purpose of the
assignment?
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General LO Questions (Continued)
Coding
Category
Quality
Quality

Learning
Learning
Learning
Learning
Engagement
Engagement

Engagement
Engagement
Engagement
Engagement

Question
How did the learning object help relate assignment objectives and instructions to your
life?
Tell me about the complexity of the assignment tasks. How do you think tasks that
you perceived to be too complex be presented differently? Give an example of a how
a well-presented complex task looks based on previous experience.
How did the learning object help your grade on this assignment?
How did the learning object help you learn something new?
What did you learn from completing the assignment that you did not already know as
a result of using the learning object?
Tell me about your learning style. For example, do you prefer to listen rather than
reading or do you prefer both. Why?
Tell me about the time commitment of the assignment. How do you determine how
much time you should spend working on an assignment?
Another question about your learning style. Do you prefer instructions that involve a
step by step process that lead to a solution or do you like to apply creativity to
establish steps that lead to a solution on your own. Why?
Is there anything about the Alexa you would change in order to help you with future
assignments?
What, if anything did you LIKE MOST about using the learning object?
What, if anything did you LIKE LEAST or find frustrating with the learning object?
Are there any other notable experiences (good or bad) while using the learning object?
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Appendix 3: Assignment 3

Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b
Instructions
Search the Web for the following definitions. Fill in the table cells next to it with either a code snippet
from Visual Basic or a Screen Capture Picture. This is not a 20 minute exercise. You should plan on at
least 1 to 2 hours of focused research and will most likely quickly find the actual term on the World
Wide Web. What will take more time, is to process the definition and the term in order to provide an
example as a screen capture picture or code snippet. You may also hand-draw diagrams. Answers do not
have to fit in the table cell. Completing the exercise will require additional digging from the slide sets,
the World Wide Web, research in the library and/or other external resources. DO YOUR OWN WORK.
Swapping a few letters and words is still cheating. A general understanding of the concepts in this
assignment is vital to success in this course.
Remember. This is a Visual Basic course. So your examples should reflect Visual Basic programming
language and not other languages.
You will be graded as follows…
40% finding the terms.
60% offering proper examples.
You will submit the completed assignment as an attachment on Blackboard. If you hand-write your
answers, make sure you take a picture with your phone or scan to image your work that is readable. If
you can't read the text on your screen, then I will most likely not be able to read it on mine.
Definition
1

Foundation for the user
interface in a Windows
application; also called a
window

Term

Example Picture or Code

Form
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Assignment 3 (Continued)
Definition
2 acronym for graphical user
interface

Term

Example Picture or Code

GUI

Commonly spoken as "Gooeee" A type of program that
uses symbols or icons to facilitate user manipulation of
data in a non-linear fashion

3 used to measure font size; 1/72
of an inch
4 section of the Properties
window that lists both the
names and the values of the
selected object's properties
5 the window that lists an object's
attributes (properties)
6 the right column of the
properties list; displays each
property's current value
(setting)
7 the window that displays a list
of the projects contained in the
current solution and the items
contained in each project
8 the window in which you create
an application's GUI
9 the foundation for the user
interface in a Windows
application; referred to more
simply as a form
1 the control commonly used to
0 perform an immediate action
when clicked
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Assignment 3 (Continued)
Definition

Term

Example Picture or Code

1 appears in the Code Editor
1 window; lists the names of the
objects included in the user
interface
1 objects (such as a label, a
2 picture box, or a button) added
to a form
1 the control used to display text
3 that the user is not allowed to
edit while an application is
running
1 appears in the Code Editor
4 window; lists the events to
which the selected object is
capable of responding
1 the control used to display an
5 image on a form
1 the form that appears
6 automatically when an
application is started
1 a block of code that performs a
7 specific task
1 refers to the Toolbox window
8
1 the window that contains the
9 tools used when creating an
interface; each tool represents
a class, referred to more simply
as the toolbox
2 a special area in the IDE;
1 stores controls that do not
appear in the interface during
run time
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Appendix 4: CLOES Constructs
Table A11: CLOES-S Adaptation of LOES-S illustrates a modified LOES-S renamed
CLOES-S. An amended question three assesses dialog properties of a conversation agent as
opposed to graphic properties that are not present in the current instance of the artifact. Question
ten is added to collect perceptions about response quality. Finally, questions thirteen and fourteen
are moved from the construct to the qualitative evaluation. Table A12: CLOES-I Student
perceptions of Instructor illustrates a new construct CLOES-I that collects student perceptions
about how the instructor influences their learning experience. The construct is assessed in
conjunction with CLOES-S that indicates perceptions congruity between the learning object and
the instructor.
The LOES-T construct is not extended to this evaluation because the research question
limits the discussion to student experience related to comparing the message of two different
learning sources. In this case, the message of the instructor is compared to the message of the
Artifact to the extent that the message influences factors of learning, quality, and engagement.
Knowledge delivery via message may be quite different between learning sources and, as a
consequence, a defining factor as to whether learning or engagement is activated in the mind of a
student.
Coding Scheme to categorize student comments about learning objects remains unchanged.
The student survey instrument integrates questions from both the CLOES-S and CLOESI. In the end, two questionnaires emerge as survey instruments, one targeted to students, the other
to the instructor. See Appendices 8 and 9 that illustrates examples of the deployed survey
instruments.
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Table A11: CLOES-S Adaptation of LOES-S

Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly
agree
5

1

2

3

4

5

1. Working with the learning object
helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

2. The feedback from the learning object
helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

3. The dialog prompts from the learning
object helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

4. The learning object helped teach me a
new concept

1

2

3

4

5

5. Overall, the learning object helped me
learn

1

2

3

4

5

6. The help features in the learning object
were useful

1

2

3

4

5

7. The instructions in the learning object
were easy to follow

1

2

3

4

5

8. The learning object was easy to use

1

2

3

4

5

9. The learning object was well organized

1

2

3

4

5

10. A meaningful and useful response from
the learning object was immediately
received after asking it a question

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Learning

Quality

Engagement
11. I liked the overall theme of the
learning object
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Table A11 (Continued)
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly
agree
5

12. I found the learning object motivating

1

2

3

4

5

13. I would like to use the learning object
again

1

2

3

4

5

13. What, if anything, did you LIKE
about the learning object? (moved to
the qualitative interviews)
14. What, if anything, did you NOT
LIKE about the learning object?
(moved to the qualitative interviews)

Table A12: CLOES-I Student Perceptions of Instructor Influence on Their Experience
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly
agree
5

1

2

3

4

5

1. Working with the instructor helped me
learn

1

2

3

4

5

2. The feedback from the instructor
helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

3. The dialog prompts from the instructor
helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

4. The instructor helped teach me a new
concept

1

2

3

4

5

5. Overall, the instructor helped me learn

1

2

3

4

5

Learning
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Table A12 (Continued)
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly
agree
5

6. The help I received from the instructor
was useful

1

2

3

4

5

7. The instructions provided by the
instructor were easy to follow

1

2

3

4

5

8. The instructor was easy to work with

1

2

3

4

5

9. The instructor was well organized

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

11. I liked the overall experience with the
instructor

1

2

3

4

5

12. I found the instructor motivating

1

2

3

4

5

13. I would ask questions to the instructor
again

1

2

3

4

5

Quality

10. A meaningful and useful response from
the instructor was immediately
received after asking him/her a
question
Engagement
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Appendix 5: Artifact Design
Design Science Systems Research
The research questions found in Chapter One are addressed by using design science
systems research (DSR) methodology.
Research guidelines follow criteria adapted from (Hevner, March, & Park, 2004) further
yields a conceptual framework for conducting information systems research combining behavioral
science and design science paradigms (Hevner et al., 2004). An Artifact design is implemented
with respect to solving a business problem. The artifact is evaluated by applying rigorous research
methods derived from theoretical foundations found in the literature. The evaluation process yields
contributions in the form of either improvements to the artifact and/or extensions of wellestablished theories or methods.
The fitness of the researched problem into Hevner’s et al. (2004) DSR model is explained
in Table A7: DSR Mapping to Current Research.
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Table A13: DSR Mapping to Current Research
Business Need: How can students, working with limited availability of an instructor, gain clear and
immediate insights about assignment instructions and related knowledge?
Environment

IS Research

Knowledge Base

Business Problem:
Students
participating in a
distance education
(online) require
immediate access to
the instructor when
it comes to questions
about assignment
instructions and
related knowledge.
Immediate access
and message
congruity are
perceived to be
barriers to the
learning experience
in a distance
education course.
(Tichavsky et. al.
2015).

Construction:

Theoretical Foundations:

Proposed Solution: Construct an Amazon
Alexa Skill (artifact) that will serve as an
instructional aid in place of the instructor.

Instantiations: An instance of an
artifact is used in and evaluated
with a theoretical construct within
a practice environment.

Evaluation: Two evaluation Rounds of the
artifact use in a practice environment.
Method-Specific Terms:
Learning Object (LO) – “operationally
defined as interactive web-based tools that
support the learning of specific concepts by
enhancing, amplifying, and/or guiding the
cognitive processes of learners” (Kay and
Knack, 2009). The artifact is the designated
LO for this research project.

Learning Object Evaluation
Scale (LOES): A theoretical
construct that evaluates a learning
object based on factors of learning,
quality, and engagement (Kay &
Knaack, 2009).
Contribution:

Conversational Learning Object
Evaluation Scale (CLOES): An
extension of LOES, CLOES is
Design Guideline (DG) - Design standard
theoretical construct that evaluates
driven by problem-specific requirements.
a conversation agent learning
Design Decision (DD) - A construct or series object based on factors of learning,
of constructs that are made or evaluated on
quality, and engagement within a
the basis of a DG.
distance learning context.
Artifact Instantiation – The use of an
.
instance of the artifact in a practice
environment.
Evaluation Round – An evaluation cycle of Methodologies:
an artifact instantiation.

Mixed methods empirical study
Quantitative study – applying
survey questionnaires
Qualitative Interviews
Qualitative Methodological
Triangulation
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Construction Model
A construction model found in Figure 2 guides the design and implementation of the Alexa
Skill (artifact).
The design considers the experience aspects of the research questions. Experiential aspects
are linked to characteristics of learning, quality and engagement derived from the LOES construct
posited by Kay and Knaack, (2009). The characteristics influence a set of Design Guidelines (DG)
used to influence the construction of the Artifact.
Considering Chapter One, Table 10: Coding Scheme to categorize student comments
about learning objects as a basis for conceptual functionality, DGs are established by matching
factors of learning, quality, and engagement criteria with operational characteristics such as those
related to the targeted assignment. When considering a DG, the following questions are asked
about elements of assignment instructions and clarity. Does the design relate to the assignment
objectives, purpose and description? Does the design relate to concepts covered previously in the
course? Is help with the Artifact available when required? Does the design relate to the student's
personal life or experience? Does the design consider clearly stated conditions for performing a
task imperative? Does design consider the student knowing what action should be applied to an
object in a task? Does design consider the student knowing what the work product is and how it
will be accomplished? Does the design consider assignment reasoning behind activating prior
knowledge? Finally, does the design consider a chronological order of the tasks if the process
requires it or can the tasks be completed in any order? (Brent, 1992, Palmer et al., 2018). A set
of DGs is established and listed below as a result of answering the previous design questions.
See the details of the mapping in Table A14: Experiential Factors Mapping to Design Decisions
found later in this appendix.
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1. Demonstrate the artifact has functionality that, when requested, leads the student step by step
through difficult concepts
2. Allow the student to choose between different modes of content delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a supplemental video or diagram
3. Describe, with as much detail as possible, any visuals referred to by the assignment or objects
on the assignment instruction sheet
4. Demonstrate the artifact interaction is pleasant and entertaining
5. Demonstrate the artifact differentiates itself from similar learning technologies
6. Demonstrate the artifact use does not contribute to the complexity of the assignment with untrapped errors (bugs)
7. Demonstrate the artifact documentation is present in multiple formats, PDF/Text, audio, and/or
video
8. Demonstrate any text or audio is delivered clearly and divided into small segments
9. Demonstrate the content delivery can be interrupted temporarily or permanently
10. Demonstrate the artifact maintains the point of interruption so that the content delivery may be
resumed later
11. Demonstrate the scope of the assignment instructions and required knowledge is maintained
by considering, and adhering to, the assignment purpose and objectives
12. Use colorful, well-structured, and grammatically-correct sentences
13. Offer alternative visuals, such as images and animations on devices that have a video display
DGs drive Design Decisions (DD) that lead to features and functions applied as part of the
build and Instantiation of the artifact. The instance is an implementation of the artifact in practice
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(Hevner et al., 2004). The practice environment for this study is an online course. A description of
the Artifact design is found in this appendix.

Figure A6: Artifact Design and Construction Model

Evaluation Model
Designing and Building a Skill Prototype / Map Experiential Factors to the Design
While not the focus of this dissertation, it is important to discuss the design aspects of the
Artifact. Using Table 10 as a basis for the design guidelines design decisions are established that
will guide the requirements and scope of the Artifact construction. The following design
decisions (DD) will be applied to various design guidelines (DG). DDs derive from application
interface design (API) features available in the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK). An API is a collection of
programming modules provided by hardware or software vendor that facilitate customization of
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their product by third-party developers. The ASK API is used to create the Artifact in this study.
The following DDs are created to based on the ASK features as they relate to DGs presented in
this appendix. More than one DD can relate to a DG.
1. Operational Intent Confirmation: As it ends, always ask if the student understands a phrase
or concept with a yes or no response.
2. Operational Intent Validation: Use a dialog to determine to guide the student to the proper
operational intent
3. Delivery Preference: Ask the student to choose between different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an email with a link to a supplemental video or diagram
4. Media Definition: Record audio as well as offer colorful, well-structured, and
grammatically-correct sentences.
5. Delivery Control: Take advantage of multiple delivery control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to messaging, display cards, and embedded video where applicable
depending on the client
6. Error Control: Take advantage of error control and intent-fallback features
7. Use-State and Preference Retention: Take advantage of embedded database features to save
the state of the current account ID so when the user returns the session may pick up where
it left off
8. Design Validity and Implementation: Demonstrate design, component, and regression
testing plan is established and executed
9. Design Requirements and Construction: Apply project management principles that
demonstrate proper requirements collection (based on the assignment details) in addition
to resulting scope and delivery constraints are adhered to
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Table A14: Experiential Factors Mapping to Design Decisions, shows the mapping between
the experiential category label, criteria for the label, design guideline(s) applied, and finally, any
design decision(s). Each category label corresponds to operational criteria to be considered when
establishing the DG. One or more DGs are associated with operational criteria. For each
collection of design guideline(s) is one or more related DDs. The DDs are the basis for the
Artifact construction.
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Table A14: Experiential Factors Mapping to Design Decisions
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)

Refers to the ease/difficulty of
the concepts being covered.
Basically whether the content
level of the LO matched the
student’s cognitive
level/understanding

1. Demonstrate
the artifact has
functionality
that, when
requested,
leads the
student step by
step through
difficult
concepts

1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or
concept with a yes or no
response.

2. Allow the
student to
choose
between
different modes
of content
delivery such
as receiving an
email with a
link to a
supplemental
video or
diagram

3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
supplemental video or
diagram

Learning
Challenge

Code ‘‘it was easy’’ in here,
but not ‘‘it was easy to use’’

Learn

Student comments about a
specific or general
learning/teaching issue
involved
in using the LO

2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational
intent

3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
supplemental video or
diagram
7. Use-State and Preference
Retention: Take advantage of
embedded database features
to save the state of the current
account ID so when the user
returns the session may pick
up where it left off
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or
concept with a yes or no
response.
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Table A14 (Continued)
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)

Visual

The student mentions a visual
feature of the LO that
helped/inhibited their

3. Describe,
with as much
detail as
possible, any
visuals referred
to by the
assignment or
objects on the
assignment
instruction
sheet

4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.

4.
Demonstrate
the artifact
interaction is
pleasant and
entertaining

4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.

Learning

2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

Engagement
Compare

Student refers to program as
being OR not being
fun/enjoyable/engaging/
Interesting

2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

Engage

Student compares LO to
another method of learning

5. Demonstrate
the artifact
differentiates
itself from
similar learning
objects

5. Delivery Control: Take
advantage of multiple delivery
control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to
messaging, display cards, and
embedded video where
applicable depending on the
client
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Table A14 (Continued)
Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)

Category/Label

Criteria

Technology

The student mention a
6. Demonstrate 6. Take advantage of error
technological issue with respect the artifact use control and intent-fallback
to using the LO
does not
features
contribute to
the complexity
of the
assignment
with untrapped errors
(bugs)

Quality
Animate

Refers to quality of
animations/moving pictures

3. Describe,
with as much
detail as
possible, any
visuals referred
to by the
assignment or
objects on the
assignment
instruction
sheet

When video display is possible:
5. Delivery Control: Take
advantage of multiple delivery
control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to
messaging, display cards, and
embedded video where
applicable depending on the
client
When video display is not
possible:
4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.
2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
supplemental video or diagram
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Table A14 (Continued)
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)
7. Use-State and Preference
Retention: Take advantage of
embedded database features to
save the state of the current
account ID so when the user
returns the session may pick up
where it left off
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

Audio

Refers to some audio/sound
aspect of the learning object

12. Use
colorful, wellstructured, and
grammaticallycorrect
sentences
13. Offer
alternative
visuals, such as
images and
animations on
devices that
have a video
display

When video display is possible:
5. Delivery Control: Take
advantage of multiple delivery
control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to
messaging, display cards, and
embedded video where
applicable depending on the
client
3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
supplemental video or diagram
7. Use-State and Preference
Retention: Take advantage of
embedded database features to
save the state of the current
account ID so when the user
returns the session may pick up
where it left off
When video display is not
possible:
4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.
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Table A14 (Continued)
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)
2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

Easy

Refers to clarity of instructions 7. Demonstrate
or how easy/hard the LO was to the artifact
use. It does
documentation
not refer to how easy/hard the is present in
multiple
concept was to learn
formats,
PDF/Text,
audio, and/or
video
3. Describe,
with as much
detail as
possible, any
visuals referred
to by the
assignment or
objects on the
assignment
instruction
sheet

When video display is possible:
5. Delivery Control: Take
advantage of multiple delivery
control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to
messaging, display cards, and
embedded video where
applicable depending on the
client
When video display is not
possible:
4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.
3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
supplemental video or diagram
7. Use-State and Preference
Retention: Take advantage of
embedded database features to
save the state of the current
account ID so when the user
returns the session may pick up
where it left off
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Table A14 (Continued)
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)
2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

Graphics

Refers to static picture or look
of the program (e.g., colors)

3. Describe,
with as much
detail as
possible, any
visuals referred
to by the
assignment or
objects on the
assignment
instruction
sheet

When video display is possible:
5. Delivery Control: Take
advantage of multiple delivery
control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to
messaging, display cards, and
embedded video where
applicable depending on the
client
When video display is not
possible:
4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.
2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.
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Table A14 (Continued)
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Help

Refers specifically to
7. Demonstrate
help/hints/instructions/feedback the artifact
provided by the LO
documentation
is present in
multiple
formats,
PDF/Text,
audio, and/or
video
3. Describe,
with as much
detail as
possible, any
visuals referred
to by the
assignment or
objects on the
assignment
instruction
sheet

Design Decision(s)

When video display is possible:
5. Delivery Control: Take
advantage of multiple delivery
control features such as text-tospeech, linking content to
messaging, display cards, and
embedded video where
applicable depending on the
client
When video display is not
possible:
4. Media Definition: Record
audio as well as offer colorful,
well-structured, and
grammatically-correct
sentences.

2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent
3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
supplemental video or diagram
7. Use-State and Preference
Retention: Take advantage of
embedded database features to
save the state of the current
account ID so when the user
returns the session may pick up
where it left off
1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.
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Table A14 (Continued)
Category/Label

Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)

Interactive

Student refers to some
interactive part feature of the
LO

1. Demonstrate
the artifact has
functionality
that, when
requested,
leads the
student step by
step through
difficult
concepts.

1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

3. Delivery Preference: Ask
the student to choose between
different modes of content
delivery such as receiving an
email with a link to a
8. Demonstrate supplemental video or diagram
any text or
7. Use-State and Preference
audio is
Retention: Take advantage of
delivered
embedded database features to
clearly and
save the state of the current
divided in
account ID so when the user
small segments returns the session may pick up
where it left off
2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent

Control

Refers to student control of
choice/pace in using the LO

9. Demonstrate
the content
delivery can be
interrupted
temporarily or
permanently.
10.
Demonstrate
the artifact
maintains the
point of
interruption so
that the content
delivery may
be resumed
later

6. Error Control: Take
advantage of error control and
intent-fallback features
7. Use-State and Preference
Retention: Take advantage of
embedded database features to
save the state of the current
account ID so when the user
returns the session may pick up
where it left off
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Table A14 (Continued)
Criteria

Design
Guideline(s)

Design Decision(s)

Organization/Design Refers to quality of
organization/design of the LO

Demonstrate
evidence of as
many of the
design
guidelines is
present in the
artifact design

8. Design Validity and
Implementation: Demonstrate
design, component, and
regression testing plan is
established and executed

Category/Label

Text

Theme

Refers to quality/amount of text 8. Demonstrate
in LO
any text or
audio is
delivered
clearly and
divided in
small segments

1. Operational Intent
Confirmation: As it ends,
always ask if the student
understands a phrase or concept
with a yes or no response.

Refers to overall/general theme 11.
or CONTENT of LO
Demonstrate
the scope of the
assignment
instructions
and required
knowledge is
maintained by
considering,
and adhering
to, the
assignment
purpose and
objectives

9. Design Requirements
and Construction: Apply
project management principles
that demonstrate proper
requirements collection (based
on the assignment details) in
addition to resulting scope and
delivery constraints are adhered
to

2. Operational Intent
Validation: Use a dialog to
determine to guide the student
to the proper operational intent

Alexa Skill Development Cycle
Building an Alexa Skill involves the following major phases of construction.
1. Build – Establish an invocation name, define the interaction model with Intents, Samples
and Slots, Build/Compile the Model, and finally Define an endpoint for software execution
of skill requests.
2. Code – Stand up executable code on Amazon’s Lambda Service.
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3. Test – Send operator utterances to the skill to demonstrate the proper intent resolution and
related responses occur as expected.
4. Distribution – Define parameters that allow the skill to be open to the public for
consumption.
5. Certification and Deployment – Every skill must be evaluated by the Alexa development
team to demonstrate proper operational standards are maintained. Once the skill is certified,
it may be enabled for public access.
Initialize Platform Workspace
The process of building an Alexa Skill (Skill) starts with creating an Amazon account at
www.amazon.com. Next, the Amazon account is used to create a developer workspace on the
Alexa Developer Console. After the workspace is established, a new Skill is created called My
Assignment Helper. Next, an interaction model is constructed that will connect natural language
constructs (utterances) to operational intents. The next section contains details about the
interaction model.
Build: Interaction Model Design
Interaction models provide the foundation for Skill development. The basic function of a
model is to connect natural language constructs or utterances (U) to operational intents (ICA).
Figure A7: Interaction Modeling Architecture illustrates an architectural view in utterance/intent
(UIR) modeling for personal cognitive agents (PCA) (Walters, 2018).
In this dissertation a conversation agent (CA) is considered a rudimentary form of cognitive
agent—hence the terms are used interchangeably. The model allows for interoperability between
heterogenous cognitive platform (Cogx) workspaces. Any CA may tie its Skill, action or bot to any
combination of Cogx platforms. A platform typically uses JavaScript object notation (JSON) to
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Figure A7: Interaction Modeling Architecture
manage data structures that facilitate interaction models (UIR Model) to evaluate incoming
articulated utterance (Uh). The agent parses Uh followed by a comparison of the result with specific
training utterances (Utrain) within the ICA domain. ICA domains build context with entities (E)
applied to slots (S). Each E can have synonyms (Syn) applied to them. Synonyms aid in fine-tuning
the ICA so that it stands apart from other very similar ICAs. Consider the following example.
Uh = “Give me the overview of assignment 3”
Utrain = “Give me the overview of {assignment}”
ICA.E = {assignments}
ICA.S = {assignment}
ICA.S = {vocab. word web search 1b, vocab. word web search 2b}
ICA.Syn.{vocab. word web search 1b} = {vwws1b, assignment 3}
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ICA = {getOverview}
The spoken phrase “Give me the overview of assignment 3” is received by the Skill. An
attempt to match the phrase to the internal training utterances such as “Give me the overview of
{assignments}”. There is a slot type, or E, embedded in the training utterance called assignments.
A slot assignment can have example constructs (in this case actual assignment names) associated
with it like vocabulary word web search 1b, vocabulary word web search 2a. Each slot type
example may associate synonyms with it. For example, the vocabulary word web search 1b
construct has the synonyms vwws1a and assignment 3 associated with it. Because the Uh phrase
contains the words assignment 3, the system connects phrase to vocabulary word web search 1b
which is connected to the assignments slot within the ICA getOverview. Once a match exists,
control of the program is sent to an action associated with the ICA. An action is a program that
handles a behavior associated with the intent. In this case, the action (Lambda Function) will
lookup the overview record in assignment data stored in an external database.
The path to the intent is as follows:
Uh.{…assignment

3}

E.{assignments}



S.assignment{vocab.

word

web

search

1b}Utrain.{…overview}ICA.{getOverview}
The invocation name for the conversation agent to be evaluated is My Assignment Helper.
Users will say “Alexa, Open My Assignment Helper” to begin working with the skill.
Next the interaction model is established by defining Intents, Samples, Slots and Slot
Types.
Before starting with the interaction model design, we must identify/establish a set of
parameters that provide a framework for the model. A framework for this model will start with
Design Guideline 3. DG3 states that the skill should describe, with as much detail as possible, any
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visuals referred to by the assignment or objects on the assignment instruction sheet. As such we
look to the assignment sheet and well-established assignment-defining principles as a guide to
building the interaction model. Clarity drivers listed next impact assignment features that
influence the student’s ability to carry out the assignment (Brent, 1992).


Overview – Describes operational parameters such as purpose and objectives,
description, related to the assignment



Prior Knowledge – Any required subject-matter terms and/or concepts necessary
to complete the assignment



Help – Who to contact if there is a problem. Assistance with any aspect of the
assignment



Personalization – Relatability features such as tone, color, jargon that help the
students connect their personal experience with the assignment details and/or
knowledge



Action – Task objects or items such as questions or detailed instructions the
student must complete to satisfy the assignment. Tasks within the action category
include actionable attributes like task order and condition on which the task
execution is based.

Clarity drivers link to common assignment features may include one or more of the
following (Brent, 1992, Palmer et al., 2018):


Purpose -- Reasoning behind activating prior knowledge



Objectives – Identify deliverables and when they are due in terms of the
assignment purpose



Description – Illustrate how deliverables will be constructed by accessing
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previous knowledge


Submission Due Date and Time – Defines when the assignment should be
submitted for assessment



Grading Rubric – A description of how the student’s performance with respect
to assignment objectives relates to a numeric and/or letter grade



Estimated Effort Time – The amount of time the student should set aside to
complete the assignment



Concepts – Collection of terms that drive deliverables and how they are
constructed



Concept Source – Location of primary and supplemental materials that will aid
in understanding of the concept



Terms – Subject-oriented keywords that relate to the concepts used in the
deliverables and how they will be constructed



Terms Source – Location of primary and supplemental materials that will aid in
defining and understanding of the term



Help – Who to contact if there is a problem. Assistance with any aspect of the
assignment or application use



Narrative/Tone – Stylized language such as formal and/or jargon in terms of text
and delivery



Task Conditional – When some condition exists, perform a related task



Task – One or more actions that produce a single result



Task Object – Person or Thing on which an action is conducted



Task Order – Chronological or sequential order of tasks
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The targeted assignment elements influence the interaction model design as well. Such
influence is carried out by mapping clarity drivers and associated assignment features to intents,
slots and slot types.
There are two distinct sections on the assignment sheet, instruction overview and tasks.
The instruction overview section is written in narrative form and includes overview, prior
knowledge and help clarity drivers while the tasks section deals primarily with the actions clarity
driver and related assignment features.
Assignment instructions section is integrated into the model by breaking down the narrative
into distinct parts. Table 15: Mapping between clarity drivers, assignment features, and interaction
model intents lists the mapping between the clarity drivers, assignment features, and intents. There
should be one or more intent for each assignment feature.
The operational behavior is such that the student may ask for any individual assignment
feature or a collection of them by speaking utterances to the Alexa Skill. For example, a student
may say “What is assignment 3 all about?” or “Tell me the purpose of assignment 3.” Depending
on the phrase an operational intent is invoked. For the first question “What is assignment 3 all
about?”, the getOverview operational intent is resolved and responds by listing all of the
assignment features in stepwise fashion until all of them are spoken and/or delivered to the screen.
With respect to the second example “Tell me the purpose of assignment 3,” the getPurpose
operational intent is resolved and responds by speaking or outputting only the purpose assignment
feature.
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Table A15: Mapping Between Clarity Drivers, Assignment Features, and Interaction
Model Intents

Clarity Driver

Assignment Feature

Intent

Overview

Overview

getOverview

Overview

Title

getTitle

Overview

Submission and Due
Date

getSubmissionInstructions

Overview

Grading Rubric

GetGradingRubric

Overview

Estimated Effort Time

getEffortInTime

Overview

Purpose

GetPurpose

Overview

Objectives

getObjectives

Overview

Description

getDescription

Prior
Knowledge

Concepts

getConcepts

Prior
Knowledge

IDE

getConceptIDE

Prior
Knowledge

Coding

getConceptCoding

Prior
Knowledge

Table Cell

getConceptTableCell

Prior
Knowledge

Terms

getTerms

Help

Help

getTechnicalHelp

Help

Contact Information

getContactInformation

Help

Technical Help

getTechnicalHelp

Help

Instruction Sheet

getInstructionSheet

Action

Task item

getTaskItem

An operational intent requires a name and at least one sample utterance. Intent getOverview
has fifteen sample utterances associated with it, whereas getPurpose has seven. Both intents define
one slot called assignment. The assignment slot is defined by the assignments slot type. A slot type
can include synonyms that help resolve the assignment title value. For example a student can say
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“Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b,“ “Vocabulary 1b,” “1b,” “word search 1b,” or “assignment 3”
to reference the assignment titled Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b.
Unlike the instruction overview section, the task section portion of the interaction model
is handled at the task item level. All that is necessary is to map the task number on the assignment
sheet to a numerical intent defined by the Alexa Skills platform.
There are four elements for each task row in a table on the assignment sheet. Full details
about the targeted assignments are found in Appendix 2.
1. Task #
2. Definition
3. Term
4. Example Picture or Code
The first element defined as a slot called taskItem with a slot type AMAZON.NUMBER. A
user may say any number within the specified range of Task #s found on the assignment sheet. For
example, a student wanting to know more about definition five on the assignment sheet the user
may say “Read number 5” or “Tell me about definition 5.” In response to the directive, the skill
resolves the taskItem as 5.
In addition to the taskItem slot is the assignment slot so that the proper task item is resolved
for its respective assignment.
Dialogs
An interaction model operational intent may have more than one slot associated with it so
that proper operator intent validation can occur. The order in which the slots are filled can be
manipulated through a dialog structure. Some slots can be filled within the sample utterance while
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some may be left empty. It is the dialog’s responsibility to demonstrate all required slots are filled
before an operational intent is resolved.
The assignment slot is required for all of the assignment-related intents. If the assignment
slot is not filled, the dialog manager will ask that the student provide the name of the assignment.
Assignment tasks will have an additional slot to fill called taskItem. Once again, the dialog system
will ask for the taskItem if it is not specified by the student.
If a slot cannot be filled, operational intent validation cannot occur and the skill will
respond with AMAZON.NoIntent or AMAZON.FallbackItnent. Each intent is handled as part of
the coded part of the skill. See the Code section of this appendix for details about how the fallback
or noIntent is managed to demonstrate proper conversation flow between the skill and the student.
Build and Deploy the Model
Once the model has been provisioned and saved, the process of building can start.
Depending on the complexity of the model, the duration of the building phase can take anywhere
from a few minutes to several hours.
Distribution parameters are set so that the skill may be evaluated so that it can be enabled.
Details about the coding, distribution, certification phases can be found in the detailed project
documentation found in Appendix 10.
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Appendix 6: Working with the Alexa Skill

Working with the Alexa Skill
Purpose:
The Alexa Skill is designed to help you access information and knowledge about your visual basic
assignments listed below.
Assignments:
Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b (Assignment 3 – Random Group 1)
Vocabulary Word Web Search 2b (Assignment 4 – Random Group 2)
Objectives:
1. Create an Amazon Account (No personal information is collected with the Alexa Skill. But just to
be safe, it might be a good idea to create a temporary account with alias information that does
not contain any personally-identifiable information if you want to remain completely anonymous)
2. Download the Alexa App for your device
3. Open the app and login with the account you created in step 1
4. Add the "My Assignment Helper" Skill from the SKILLS & GAMES function in the Alexa App
5. Choose an Alexa Skill device/client
6. Invocation: Start by saying "Alexa, Open My Assignment Helper"
7. Establish/Use your participation code
8. Ask questions about the assignment like "Describe assignment 3", "Tell me the purpose of
assignment 3", or "What is and IDE?" See the section called “Things you can say to Alexa”
9. Use the ICC value when you need technical assistance. An Interaction Control Code (ICC) assigned
to you at the start of every session. You will be required to include the ICC code (in addition to
your Participation Code) when contacting the instructor for help about the Alexa Program only.
Your instructor will pass on the problem to the research and development team. The ICC will help
the support team find details about your interaction, so the problem can be tracked and fixed
where possible. No personally identifiable information will be passed on to the support team or
the research team in an effort to demonstrate your anonymity.
Rules for asking the instructor for help:
While attempting the assignment with the Alexa Skill, you will only be able to contact the instructor
about the objectives and instructions found in this document. No other questions about the actual
assignment instructions or related knowledge will be answered.
Things you can say to Alexa
If you want to….
Start a new session with Alexa and Sir Dex
Say…
“Alexa, Open My Assignment Helper”
Once the session has started…
If you want to….
Know overview summary about an assignment in one long speech
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Say…
“start with Assignment 3”
or “start with Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b”

If you want to….
Know a single part of the overview about an assignment in shorter chunks
Say…
“How hard is Assignment 3?”
or “what is the point of Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b?”
or “what has to be done in Search 1b?”
or “how do I complete 1b?”
or “Where do I turn in Vocabulary 1b?”
Once you have asked about the assignment the first time, you do not need to repeat it again…
If you want to….
Know about something other than the overview
Say…
“read number 1”
or “help me answer definition 8”
or “tell me how to do number 4”
or “Number 18 is confusing”
or “Definition 12 is hard”
or “give me a hint for number 16”
or “What is IDE?”
or “What is coding?”
If you want to….
Know who to contact if you are having trouble with Alexa
Say…
“I have a problem with Alexa”
or “I need help”
or “assistance”
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Appendix 7: Random Group Participant Instructions

Procedure Instructions
Purpose:
To understand instructions and knowledge required to participate in this experiment.
Description: As a member of a random group, a participant will complete four assignments in the
course. One of the assignments will require interaction with an Alexa Skill. The remaining three will not.
After each of the four assignments, the participant will complete a short (less than 5 minute) survey.
Each group will have its own set of instructions. Near the end of the course, 4-6 volunteer participants
will be asked to participate in a short (less than 30 minutes) skype/phone interview answering questions
about the assignment that required the Alexa Skill. Students who participate throughout the entirety of
the experiment will not be required to complete Forms Program 2 (worth 15 points). Moreover,
students who participate in the interview will receive an additional 5 bonus points.
Equipment Notice: Owning or purchasing an Amazon Echo, Echo Home, or Echo Dot is NOT REQUIRED
to participate! Participants may use one of the clients on a device for which they are familiar. A list of
clients and platforms can be found at the end of this document.
Selection: Initially, everyone is a participant in the experiment. If you would like to opt out and complete
alternative assignments, please complete the “Student Opt-Out form” attached to this document.
Participants wishing to opt-out must do so BEFORE completing the Midterm Exam. Selection for the
group is completed by assigning a random number to each participating student in the course. Half of
the random numbers will be assigned to Random Group 1, the others in Random Group 2. Participants
will be added to a group within the Blackboard Course.
Assignments by Group:
Random Group 1
Vocabulary Word Web Search 1a (Assignment 1) – without Alexa
Vocabulary Word Web Search 2a (Assignment 2) – without Alexa
Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b (Assignment 3) – with Alexa
Vocabulary Word Web Search 2b (Assignment 4) – without Alexa
Random Group 2
Vocabulary Word Web Search 1a (Assignment 1) – without Alexa
Vocabulary Word Web Search 2a (Assignment 2) – without Alexa
Vocabulary Word Web Search 1b (Assignment 3) – without Alexa
Vocabulary Word Web Search 2b (Assignment 4) – with Alexa
Objectives:
1. Complete all four assignments
2. For the assignment that requires Alexa, read “Working with the Alexa Skill” (document will be
part of the Blackboard assignment details)
3. Complete Surveys after each assignment
Survey Link: https://www.esurveycreator.com/s/aa27ca8
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4. Register for an available interview slot (if no slots are available, then you may opt out of the
interview)
Poll Link: https://doodle.com/poll/99hzxra8yni45hxe
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Appendix 8: Student Survey (CLOES-S + CLOES-I)
The following is an example of the survey that student participants will complete after
each

assignment.
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Appendix 9: Informed Consent
Below is the survey the instructor completes after grading assignments in each testing
period.
INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Researchers at USF study many topics. To do this, we need the help of people who agree to take
part in a research study. This form tells you about this online research study.
We are asking you to take part in a research study that is called: Experiential Perceptions by
Students that Interact with a Conversation Agent in a Distance Education Course.
The person who is in charge of this research study is Grover Walters, who may be contacted at
gwalters@mail.usf.edu or 864-503-5666. Faculty Advisor is Joann Quinn who can be contacted
at joannq@health.usf.edu. The research will be done by collecting your responses online through
an electronic survey that you complete at this link: https://www.esurveycreator.com/s/aa27ca8.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of the use of an Alexa Skill on student
experience in a distance education (online) course
As part of an online course we would very much appreciate you taking a few minutes to
complete this survey.
STUDY PROCEDURES
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to answer questions about your experience while
using the Alexa Skill as part of two targeted assignments within the course Visual BASIC
Programming I. The questions will be in the form of the survey referenced above as well as those
asked during a face-to-face, telephone, or skype interview that should require about 30 to 45
minutes of your time. A list of the questions you will be asked are as follows. You may choose to
answer or not answer any of them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When do you tend to work on school assignments?
When working an assignment what prompted you to access the Alexa Skill?
What qualities you like about access to an instructor are missing from the Alexa Skill?
Tell me what you thought was missing from the assignment and what you would add
Tell me about what material was covered before for the assignment. What terms and
topics covered earlier in the course did you recognize and use to complete a task?
6. Tell me about the complexity of the assignment. How do you know what you consider to
be the right number of tasks? Give an example of a assignment that you perceived to have
a right number of tasks.
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7. Tell me about how you approached completing the assignment. For example, did you
start at the beginning and work from there or did you start with tasks you recognize then
work though those you perceived to be more difficult?
8. How did the Alexa Skill help you deal with the complexity of the assignment?
9. How did the Alexa Skill help you deal with understanding the objectives of the
assignment?
10. How did the Alexa Skill help you verify what you needed to do to fully completed the
assignment?
11. How did the Alexa Skill help you connect topics and terms to tasks associated with the
assignment? For example, if you learned about variables earlier in the course, was the
Alexa Skill m able to help you connect that concept to the instruction task in the
assignment? Give me an example where the Alexa Skill did not help and an example
where it did.
12. How did the Alexa Skill program help you understand the purpose of the assignment?
13. How did the Alexa Skill help relate assignment objectives and instructions to similar
experiences in your life?
14. Tell me about the complexity of the assignment tasks. How do you think tasks that you
perceived to be too complex be presented differently? Give an example of a how a wellpresented complex task looks based on previous experience.
15. How did the Alexa Skill help your grade on this assignment?
16. How did the Alexa Skill help you learn something new?
17. What did you learn from completing the assignment that you did not already know as a
result of using the Alexa Skill?
18. Tell me about your learning style. For example, do you prefer to listen rather than reading
or do you prefer both. Why?
19. Tell me about the time commitment of the assignment. How do you determine how much
time you should spend working on an assignment?
20. Another question about your learning style. Do you prefer instructions that involve a step
by step process that lead to a solution or do you like to apply creativity to establish steps
that lead to a solution on your own? Why?
21. Is there anything about the Alexa you would change in order to help you with future
assignments?
22. What, if anything did you LIKE MOST about using the Alexa Skill?
23. What, if anything did you LIKE LEAST or find frustrating with the Alexa Skill?
24. Are there any other notable experiences (good or bad) while using the Alexa Skill?
While completing one of the targeted assignments and not part of the experimental group that
uses the Alexa Skill, you may contact one of the following instructors for help. Choose the
appropriate instructor that is assigned to the course section you are taking.
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For Visual Basic Programming I (CSCI U139, Section 01W, Spring 2019)
Dr. Daniel Norris
Email address: dnorris@uscupstate.edu
Telephone: 864.503.5023
Mobile Intercept: 803-994-9119
Office Hours
On Campus: Tuesday: 8:00 to 12:00 Media Building, Room 216
Electronic: (via Skype for Business): 10:00 AM - Noon PM Monday – Thursday and by
appointment. If you wish to meet on campus at another time please let me know and I will work
with your schedule as best as possible.
For Visual Basic Programming I (CSCI U139, Section 01W, Summer 2019)
Dr. Tyrone Toland
Email address: ttoland@uscupstate.edu
Telephone: (864) 503-5310
Office Hours
By email or appointment

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION/WITHDRAWAL
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is
any pressure to take part in the study. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at
any time. There will be no penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop
taking part in this study. Your decision to participate or not to participate will not negatively
affect your student (course grade).
BENEFITS
By participating in this study, you will have access to knowledge about an assignment as well as
potential answers to questions about the assignment instructions. Furthermore, your participation
will help us gain scientific knowledge about how conversation agents like the Alexa Skill may
impact the student experience while completing an online course.
RISKS OR DISCOMFORT
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this
study are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who
take part in this study.
COMPENSATION
Students who participate in the study will receive 10 bonus points added to their final course
grade.
CONFIDENTIALITY
We must keep your study records as confidential as possible. It is possible, although unlikely,
that unauthorized individuals could gain access to your responses because you are responding
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online. Your results will be password protected and may be stored for up to 5 years after the
Final Report is filed with the IRB.
However, certain people may need to see your study records. By law, anyone who looks at your
records must keep them completely confidential. The only people who will be allowed to see
these records are:
• The research team, including the Principal Investigator, the Advising Professor, and all other
research staff.
• Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study. For
example, individuals who provide oversight on this study may need to look at your records. This
is done to make sure that we are doing the study in the right way. They also need to make sure
that we are protecting your rights and your safety.) These include:
o The University of South Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the staff that
work for the IRB. Other individuals who work for USF that provide other kinds of
oversight may also need to look at your records.
o The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not let anyone know your
name. We will not publish anything else that would let people know who you are. You can print
a copy of this consent form for your records.
If you agree please proceed with the assignments, survey, and/or schedule an interview with the
principle investigator.
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Appendix 10: Project Documentation
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Appendix 11: Random Group Tasks
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Appendix 12: Open Coding Results
A first pass of open coding using labels from Table 10: Coding Scheme to categorize student
comments about learning objects. Results are organized by experience factor/label below.
Learning-Challenge—Did the conversation agent make the assignment easier or harder to learn?
Round 1
Alexa Skill helped me some when it came to the complexity of the assignment, You can ask
her for help and she can elaborate on things you're unsure of, It went into more detail about certain
terms about the assignment, I did not learn much more than I would've had I not used the Alexa
Skill, it can help me to understand how to answer questions, but I did get frustrated while using it,
and particularly helpful to clarify between two answers.
Round 2
Alexa helped me to validate all my answers; the Alexa skill didn't help me verify what i
needed to do to fully complete the assignment; Alexa make sure to ask me at the end of the answers
provided to demonstrate I need additional hints or information; Alexa needs to provide similar
terms, and it lacks to connect me with that; It aided me in the memorization of of terms and
information that i had forgotten in my cramming; Alexa is very useful app [that] provide answers
to my questions, because it makes me focus more as I both listen and read while learning at the
same time; Alexa gave me hints and let me do on my own but if I don’t understand then it provides
me with its best [potential] answers; [Alexa] makes me focus more as I both listen and read while
learning at the same time; I thought initially that the Alexa Skill would help boost my grade on
this assignment, but unfortunately it did not; Alexa helped my grade; It boosts my grade because
it provides a better, accurate answers.
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Conclusion
Learning-Learn—What specific attribute of the conversation agent made the learning more
difficult/easier?
Round 1
It was very helpful to have the objectives of the assignment upfront using the Alexa skill;
I also liked immediately understanding the objectives and reasoning for the assignment; She talks
about the assignment a lot and sometimes she will show example pictures; It was very nice to have
both audio and visual responses so you could actually see the same question that you were working
on; it was able to give quick precise answers that were correct and reliable; It went into more
detail about certain terms about the assignment. Question 19 about toolbox window and it includes
the picture in visual studio so I can open the program and search and take screen shot; Alexa
described everything for me.
Round 2
The Alexa Skill helped me learn how to use Alexa a little better, since I’ve never used it
before;[Alexa] helped me make connections between items that i already knew, but hadn’t quite
put the pieces together; Alexa helped me by finding a new way to help me do assignments; By
interact with the application, focus on reading and listening, and it transform the way we students
learn, especially online courses.. Once i got a hang of the commands, it was helpful to figure out
definitions
Learning-Visual/Prompts—What Visual or Text prompts contributed to the attribute/condition
that made the learning easier or harder?
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Round 1
I’d like to have the skill ask questions to me after it has attempted to answer my
question. Questions like ‘Did this answer your question?’; By talking me through problems; Alexa
able to help me explain about the question; It gave great visuals when describing the question and
solution; it felt like she was reading definitions to me not really clarifying it.
Round 2
[Alexa] provides me with voice words and pictures; Question 19 about toolbox window
and it includes the picture in visual studio so I can open the program and search and take screen
shot.
Quality-Audio—What audio/sound aspect of the learning object impacted the quality of the
experience?
Round 1
The voicing of the Alexa Skill was very unappealing and made me uncomfortable to use.
Round 2
[Alexa] provides me with voice words.
Quality-Control—What feature that allows student control of choice/pace in using the LO?
Round 1
Alexa talked too fast; I would have used the skill more frequently if it didn't kick me out
after every question, however; being able to ask more than one question at a time.
Round 2
Alexa make sure to ask me at the end of the answers provided to demonstrate I need
additional hints or information; if it allows me to click on the picture, zoom text in and out for
better visibility.
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Quality-Easy—How easy/hard the conversation agent was to use?
Round 1
I said ‘Alexa, give me a hint about question 3.’ seemed to work best for finding the right
term. I was not able to find phrasing that helped determine what example was correct, so I mainly
had to rely on my Google... [example phrases that did not work] ’Alexa, can you show me a _?’
‘Alexa, what is an example of ?’ ‘Alexa, what does __ look like?’; After trying a few times just to
test it and see how it works, I ended up not using Sir Dex and just getting Alexa to play some
background music; I really did not understand Alexa at all, because it would not help me look up
the right thing for my task; It was user friendly but honestly I felt it didn’t help a lot; I did not feel
like Alexa Skill was any different from completing the task without it. I still had to find the examples
that went along with the answers; You can ask her for help and she can elaborate on things you're
unsure of; Very easy to follow, straight forward and simple; To have more instruction on how to
use the app; It would be better if the skill understood more variations of questions that the student
asks. [I liked] how easy it was to ask a question/get help; I liked how organized it was and how
simple it was to just ask Questions to Alexa; The skill doesn't seem to recognize the university; I
was frustrating with the app when it would freeze and could not find term. how easy it is to just
talk and she understands instead of having to type things out. Makes life easier.
Round 2
[Alexa] made it very easy to use; It is complex due to the sign up on the app; [Alexa] was
kinda difficult navigating the Alexa app at first. It took me a while to find out where the ‘skills and
games’ section was. After using [Alexa] a little bit however it was more simple; i really enjoyed
using Alexa; [Alexa was] easy and accurate to use; I didn't like not knowing specific questions
that i could ask the Alexa app. I wasn't really sure how to word some of the questions;
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Wording/phrases for the app were difficult to use at times; just a few frustrating moments where i
worded the question incorrectly.
Quality-Graphics—What to static picture or look of the program (e.g., colors)?
Round 1
sometimes she will show example pictures; It gave great visuals when describing the
question and solution; It was very nice to have both audio and visual responses.
Round 2
[Alexa] provides me with voice words and pictures; if [Alexa] allows me to click on the
picture, zoom text in and out for better visibility.
Quality-Interactive—What interactive part feature of the conversation agent contributed to the
experience?
Round 1
[Alexa] was fun to interact with; It was like having a virtual teacher; [I liked] how simple
it was to just ask Questions to Alexa.
There is some overlap between interaction and ease of use. See Quality—Easy examples
related to conversation agent understanding student’s questions and commands.
Round 2
[Alexa] has humors and it makes sure if it gave me enough information.
Quality-Organization/Design—What impact does the quality of organization/design or the
conversation agent have on the student experience?
Round 1
Personally, I did not like using the Alexa skill mostly because I would ask a specific
question and after getting an answer to my question the skill would start all over again instead
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of asking me if I have any more questions; I thought Alexa was very simple/easy to navigate; being
able to ask more than one question at a time; fact that once you've exited the app you have to
resubmit; issues with it working past the student code; I love the simplicity; how easy it is to just
talk and she understands instead of having to type things out. Makes life easier; I would have used
the skill more frequently if it didn't kick me out after every question, however; It was very nice to
have both audio and visual responses, so you could actually see the same question that you were
working on; [I] think the ability to clarify meaning without using prescribed phrases (that are not
always the speech patterns I use in everyday life) is the most useful aspect.
Round 2
I need to sign up account download the app, follow instructions carefully, and ask Alexa
to help with my assignment just like when I apply to school, take courses, access blackboard, ask
professors questions and finish my tasks; It was kinda difficult navigating the Alexa app at first. It
took me a while to find out where the ‘skills and games’ section was. After using it a little bit
however it was more simple. [Needs] an easier access list of questions/commands that work with
the app as a jumping off point; Need additional assignment helper please not just 1b :) because
Alexa is awesome to use; [I would like Alexa to] allow me to click on the picture , zoom text in
and out for better visibility.
Quality-Text—How did quality/amount of text in the conversation agent impact the student
experience?
Round 1
The Alexa Skill explained to me the instructions in a thorough manner; clarity of the
answers it gave when I used the right phrases; Yes with a clear description and example as well.
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Round 2
Wording/phrases for the app were difficult to use at times; too wordy.
Engagement-Compare—What does the student refer to in the conversation agent as being OR
not being fun/enjoyable/engaging/?
Round 1
Easy to use rather than searching online.
Round 2
I really enjoyed using Alexa; Alexa is awesome to use. [Alexa was] easy and accurate it
was to use. very convenient if the professor can take advantage of the app, it could usefull in future
education, Alexa is very responsive.
Engagement-Engage—How does the student compare conversation agent to another method of
learning?
Round 1
I was not able to find phrasing that helped determine what example was correct, so I mainly
had to rely on my Google; is the fact that with the instructor, if I have a truly in-depth question,
they can answer it in-depth. Whereas the Alexa Skill did not seem to be able to; able to get one on
one feedback about questions we did not understand or could not find; by giving me the feel of
talking to a real human without actually having to speak to another person. It also made it slightly
easier than searching through dictionaries or asking people in general. I found it simpler to use
my book or search the Internet via Google search. Voice recognition seemed to be an issue
sometimes but not too often. [I like} personal one on one connection and better understanding.
Round 2
No data was available
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Engagement-Intent to use—What indicates an inclination to utilize the software for future work?
Assumes assignment features such as clarity, complexity, and instruction verbosity impact
difficulty, and hence potentially drive students to the conversation agent.
Round 1
I decided to use the Alexa Skill when I got stumped on a specific word or definition; was
stuck on a definition or even if I wanted to double check and demonstrate that I was right; If I
needed clarification between two terms or examples coming up in my search results; [the
assignment] was very time consuming; I feel like the number of tasks was slightly excessive but
the alexa skill help me complete it faster.
Round 2
[When I encountered] Difficulty finding an answer to the definitions; additional questions
about the assignment question that I don’t understand.
Engagement-Motivation—What was it about use of the software that motivated the
student in some way?
Round 1
The skill helped me by showing me the wonderful things that can be accomplished with
programming; the idea behind it is pretty cool; I think it was a nice distraction and added bonus
to try something new in a course. I'm not sure many professors get away from their standard
route; It was neat to see a skill like that in action, that was something new.
Round 2
No data available
Engagement-Technology—What technological issues with respect to using the conversation
agent impacted engagement?
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Round 1
Alexa skill did not work past assigning the student code; it would freeze; The app did not
work - Android, Pixel 3 user; Once I'm given my student code, the skill immediately stops working
and just repeats a new student code; [I like] that I have the opportunity to use the skill on my
cellphone.
Round 2
No data available
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Appendix 13: Alexa Agent Log Statistics
Data Dictionary—Each measure includes a description of the measure and the query
used in the AWS console to generate the measure value.

Measure

Description

Query

Number of successful exits

student did
not
encounter
any
technical
glitches
during an
interaction
and exited
with intent

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
|filter type = "SessionEndedRequest" and reason =
"USER_INITIATED"
|stats count(*)

Number of Intent Match
Failures

App did not
find a
matching
attempt,
causing
request
handler
error)

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
|filter errorMessage = "Unable to find a suitable
request handler."
|stats count(*)
and FailoverIntent derived from...
Number of Intents called
fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

Number of participants

number of
unique
participants

IntentRequest

number of
intent
requests

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by `Attributes.PARTICIPANT-CODE`
fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
|stats count(*) by type
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Data Dictionary (Continued)
Measure

Description

Query

SessionEndedRequest

App session
was ended

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
|stats count(*) by type

LaunchRequest

App session
was started

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
|stats count(*) by type

getUniversityAccess

Successful
accesses via
University
Code

fields intent.name
| sort intent.name desc
| limit 100
| stats count(*) by intent.slots.university.value

getOverview

number of
times the
overview
was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getPurpose

number of
times the
purpose was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getParticipationCode

number of
times the
participation
code was
changed

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getTechnicalHelp

number of
times the
participant
asked for
help

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getTaskHint

number of
times the a
hint was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name
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Data Dictionary (Continued)
Measure

Description

Query

getTaskItem

number of
times the a
definition
was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getSubmissionInstructions

number of
times the
submission
information
was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getDescription

number of
times the
assignment
description
was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getObjectives

number of
times the
objectives
was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

getGradingRubric

number of
times the
grading
information
was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

AMAZON.PauseIntent

number of
times the
user wanted
to pause the
audio was
requested

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

AMAZON.NoIntent

number of
times the
user said no

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name
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Data Dictionary (Continued)
Measure

Description

Query

Cannot read property '0' of
undefined

could not
find an
expected
value

fields @timestamp, @message, errorMessage
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
|stats count(*) by errorMessage

Cannot read property
'PlainText' of undefined

app tried to
fields @timestamp, @message, errorMessage
use an empty | sort @timestamp desc
variable
| limit 100
|stats count(*) by errorMessage

No Display

Response
Instances
where echo
show or app
was not used

fields @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse @message 'no display' as reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems

AMAZON.YesIntent

number of
times the
user said yes

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

AMAZON.StopIntent

number of
times the
user said
stop

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by intent.name

Level 3 Detail (audio plays)

Student went
to detail
level three
for help with
a definition

fields DefinitionText
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse DefinitionText 'sound * ' as reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems

Number of Disagreements

When asked
if the hint or
definition
was
satisfactory

fields @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse @message 'adding dissagreement for *' as
reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems

Number of Disagreements
(hints)

When asked
if the hint
provided
was
satisfactory

fields @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse @message 'adding dissagreement for Hint*' as
reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems
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Data Dictionary (Continued)
Measure

Description

Query

Number of Disagreements
(definitions)

When asked
if the
definition
read was
satisfactory

fields @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse @message 'adding dissagreement for Read*' as
reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems

University Codes Uttered

Codes that
matched slot
values

fields intent.name
| sort intent.name desc
| limit 100
| stats count(*) by intent.slots.university.value

Participant Data

Names that
matched slot
values

fields @timestamp, @message
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 20
|
|stats count(*) by `Attributes.PARTICIPANT-CODE`

Items Requested

Item IDs that fields intent.name
matched solt | sort intent.name desc
values
| limit 100
| stats count(*) by intent.slots.taskItem.value

Hints for definition

Item IDs that
matched
Hint slot
values

fields DefinitionText
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse DefinitionText 'hint for * ' as reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems

Definitions (re-read definition)

Item IDs that
matched
Definition
slot values

fields DefinitionText
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| parse DefinitionText 'definition for * ' as reqItems
|stat count(*) by reqItems

Participation Code Changes

Students
made to the
participation
code

fields intent.name
| sort intent.name desc
| limit 500
| stats count(*) by intent.slots.participationCode.value

Assignment Utterance
Variations

Assignment
IDs that
matched slot
values

fields intent.name
| sort intent.name desc
| limit 500
| stats count(*) by intent.slots.assignment.value
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Data Dictionary (Continued)
Measure

Description

Query

Speech Output

Speech text
uttered by
the agent
with each
response to
the user

fields DefinitionText
| sort @timestamp desc
| limit 100
| stats count(*) by DefinitionText

Log Data Statistics – Round 1

Data collected March 24, 2019 – April 30, 2019

Round 1
Measure

Description

#
Instances

Number of successful exits

student did not encounter any technical glitches
during an interaction

35

Number of Intent Match Failures

App did not find a matching attempt, cauing request
handler error)

5

Number of participants

number of unique participants

16

IntentRequest

number of intent requests

175

SessionEndedRequest

App session was ended (successful or not)

60

LaunchRequest

App session was started

162

getUniversityAccess

Successful accesses via University Code

70

getOverview

number of times the overview was requested

31

getPurpose

number of times the purpose was requested

4

getParticipationCode

number of times the participation code was changed

6

getTechnicalHelp

number of times the participant asked for help

2

getTaskHint

number of times the a hint was requested

29

getTaskItem

number of times the a definition was requested

9

getSubmissionInstructions

number of times the submission information was
requested

3
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Log Data Statistics (Continued)
Round 1

Data collected March 24, 2019 – April 30, 2019

Round 1

Measure

Description

#
Instances

getDescription

number of times the assignment description was
requested

8

getObjectives

number of times the objectives was requested

4

getGradingRubric

number of times the grading information was
requested

4

AMAZON.PauseIntent

number of times the user wanted to pause the audio
was requested

2

AMAZON.NoIntent

number of times the user said no

3

Cannot read property '0' of
undefined

could not find an expected value

2

Cannot read property 'PlainText'
of undefined

app tried to use an empty variable

4

No Display

Instances where echo show or app was not used

9

Number of Disagreements

When asked if the hint or definition was satisfactory

0

Number of Disagreements (hints)

When asked if the hint was satisfactory

0

Number of Disagreements
(definitions)

When asked if the definition read was satisfactory

0

University Codes Accepted

# Instances

university of South Carolina
upstate

30

usc upstate

30

university of South Carolina

7

the university of South Carolina
upstate

2

university of upstate

1

Participant data
Participant Code

# of instances

Student1

2

Student11

16

Student13

2

Student14

2
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Log Statistics (Continued)
Round 1

Data collected March 24, 2019 – April 30, 2019

Round 1

Measure

Description

#
Instances

Student17

2

Student18

6

Student21

8

Student32

2

Student34

8

Student47

4

Student5

4

Student58

4

Student64

2

Student73

2

Student8

2

Student9

2
68

Items Requested
Hints

# instances

3

7

1

2

Definitions
1

2

Task Items Resolved

#instances

3

17

?

9

1

9

84

3
38
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Log Data Statistics – Round 2
Round 2
Measure

Data collected June 9, 2019 - July 7, 2019
Description

#
Instances
27

Number of successful
exits
Number of Intent Match
Failures

student did not encounter any technical glitches during an
interaction
App did not find a matching attempt, causing request handler
error)

Number of participants
IntentRequest
SessionEndedRequest
LaunchRequest
getUniversityAccess

number of unique participants
number of intent requests
App session was ended (successful or not)
App session was started
Successful accesses via University Code

getOverview

number of times the overview was requested

3

getPurpose

number of times the purpose was requested

0

getParticipationCode

number of times the participation code was changed

14

getTechnicalHelp
getTaskHint
getTaskItem
getSubmissionInstruction
s
getDescription

number of times the participant asked for help
number of times a hint was requested
number of times a definition was requested
number of times the submission information was requested

3
40
92
0

number of times the assignment description was requested

9

getObjectives

number of times the objectives was requested

0

getGradingRubric

number of times the grading information was requested

0

AMAZON.PauseIntent

number of times the user wanted to pause the audio was
requested
number of times the user said no
could not find an expected value

0

AMAZON.NoIntent
Cannot read property '0'
of undefined
Cannot read property
'PlainText' of undefined
No Display
AMAZON.YesIntent

4

8
378
138
51
8

182
2

app tried to use an empty variable

0

Response Instances where echo show or app was not used
number of times the user said yes

3
13
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Log Data Statistics – Round 2 (Continued)
Round 2
Measure

Data collected June 9, 2019 - July 7, 2019
Description

AMAZON.StopIntent
Level 3 Detail (audio
plays)
Number of
Disagreements
Number of
Disagreements (hints)
Number of
Disagreements
(definitions)
AMAZON.SelectIntent

number of times the user said stop
Student went to detail level three for help with a definition

AMAZON.FallbackIntent

When asked if the hint or definition was satisfactory

44

When asked if the hint was satisfactory

25

When asked if the definition read was satisfactory

19

The selectIntent was enabled, but no functionality to address
it existed in the Lambda function.
Intent was not recognized

5

University Codes Uttered
usc upstate
university of South
Carolina
university of South
Carolina upstate

f
6
2

Participant Data
Student310
Student312
Student319
Student311
Student23314
Student321
Student313
Student322

# interactions
8
12
2
2
144
2
2
2
174

Items Requested
Hints for definition
2
3
4
5
6

Round 2
#
Instances
1
25

4

4

# Instances
3
12
4
8
3
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Log Data Statistics – Round 2 (Continued)
Round 2
Measure

Data collected June 9, 2019 - July 7, 2019
Description

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

3
3
3
3
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
7

Definitions (re-read
definition)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
20

# Instances

Round 2
#
Instances

3
2
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
3
6
6
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Log Data Statistics – Round 2 (Continued)
Round 2
Measure

Task Items Resolved
(spoken only - hint or
definition)
Task Item
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Data collected June 9, 2019 - July 7, 2019
Description

# Instances
4
20
8
12
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
132

Round 2
#
Instances

0%
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Appendix 14: Metadata Analysis of Named Instruments (Full Table)
The researcher extended the metadata analysis found in C.R. Henrie et al. (2015) to include
the following evaluation factors.


C1: Number of participants in the study



C2: Number of citations attributed to the study



C3: Includes example instrument based on a well-established theory or theoretical
construct



C4: Number of questions on survey instrument – The length of the survey is important
because shorter surveys are less demanding on the participants time



C5: Specified a targeted learning technology – Centering perception data on one or more
technologies is a priority attribute to the usefulness of the construct/instrument in this
study



C6: Study applies to undergraduate participants – Undergraduate participants are ideal but
not required if the questions in the instrument are easily understood



C7: Study applies to distance education – A distance education is setting helpful but not
required



C8: Construct/Instrument is generalizable to fit any targeted learning technology. The
generalizable attribute is necessary to determine if the construct/instrument is potentially
exaptable should it fail to meet one or more necessary attributes.
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Metadata Analysis of Named Instruments
Source
Richardson
et al., 2004

Instrument
Academic
Engagement
Form

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

489

47

Yes

36

No

Yes

Yes

No

Ouimet &
Classroom
Smallwood, Survey of
2005
Student
Engagement

18

6

Yes

8

No

Yes

No

No

Guertin,
Zappe, &
Kim, 2007

Classroom
Engagement
Survey

75

24

No

15

Yes - Web
Search

Yes

No

No

Kay &
Knaack,
2007, 2009

Learning
Object
Evaluation
Scale

1113

129

Yes

13

Yes Various

No

No

Yes

Pierce et al., Mathematics
2007
&
Technology
Attitude
Scale

350

245

Yes

20

Yes No
Calculators

No

No

Kuh, 2001

National
Survey of
Student
Engagement

4481

828

No

N/A

No

Yes

No

No

Dixson,
2010

Online
Student
Engagement
Scale

31

49

Yes

30

No

Yes

Yes

No

Schraw,
1997

Situational
interest in
literary text

858

130

Yes

10

No

Yes

No

No

Watson,
Clark, &
Tellegen,
1988

Positive and
Negative
Affect
Schedule

3622

3148

Yes

58

No

Yes

No

No
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Metadata Analysis of Named Instruments (Continued)
Source

Instrument

Witmer &
Singer,
1998

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

Presence
152
Questionnaire

3846

Yes

32

Yes Virtual
World

Yes

No

No

Jackson &
Eklund,
2004

Short Flow
State and
Core Flow
State Scales

1653

276

Yes

10

No

Yes

No

No

Lim,
Hosack, &
Vogt, 2012

Student
Assessment
of Learning
Gains

222

7

Yes

41

No

Yes

No

No

Handelsman Student
266
et al., 2005 Course
Engagement
Questionnaire

540

Yes

24

No

Yes

No

No

Coates,
2006

Student
1322
Engagement
Questionnaire

308

Yes

15

No

Yes

Yes

No

Shin, 2006

Virtual
Course Flow
Measure

285

Yes

27

Yes - LMS Yes

Yes

No

525
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